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The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds

new discoveries, is not ’Eureka!’ but ’That’s funny...’

Isaac Asimov
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Abstract

In recent years, more and more efforts were put in the design and development
of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) solutions. This research is focused on ap-
plications of semantic web and data mining techniques to the field of AAL. In
particular the activities concern two major aspects. The first one is related
to solutions aimed at supporting the design of AAL systems. Indeed, the in-
troduced methodology that, starting from designer’s requirements, provides a
set of sensors which allow to achieve the project objectives. In order to fulfill
such a task, a goal-driven ontology has been developed and on its top a reason-
ing framework is introduced. The ontology includes three different modules.
The Goal module which describes the decomposition of a goal in sub-goals and
tasks. The Measure module which is aimed at describing the measures and their
relations with all the objects belonging to the modeled domain. Finally the Sen-
sor module which defines the sensors and their characteristics. The Measure
module, which is based on the introduction of a novel ontology, that describes
the mathematical relations and aspects, represents a relevant contribution of
this work. For example, given a certain goal it can be decomposed in one or
more sub-goals and tasks. Starting from such elements, the needed measures
to achieve them can be defined. Through mechanisms related to mathematical
manipulation formulas, which are enabled by the Measure module, the required
measures are extracted and then properly combined together in order to pro-
vide the final measures required to achieve the goal. The second aspect which
is the objective of this research, is related to Process Mining techniques aimed
to study the behavior of a user that lives in an AAL environment. In particu-
lar, taking advantage of process discovery algorithms which are able to extract
the model of a process, starting from process event logs. Such algorithms can
be adopted in contexts in which the process model is unknown or they can be
helpful to check the conformance of the actual model to the design-time model.
In the AAL field such algorithms have been used on data collected through
sensors of a smart environment. After a proper pre-processing stage, data have
been exploited to extract two kinds of different models. The daily behavioral
model which represents the behavior of a standard day of the user, whereas
the macro activity models which are a set of models representing the flow of
sensors activations when the user perform a given daily activity (e.g. watching
the tv, cooking, reading and so forth). The obtained models have been verified
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with interesting results through conformance checking algorithms. In the Lit-
erature approaches exist that exploit process mining techniques to define the
daily behavioral model, the methodology for the extraction of the macro activ-
ity models is something novel and represents the most original contribution of
this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Smart Technologies

Nowadays the research in the field of information communication technolo-
gies (ICTs) is constantly improving. In particular, the diffusion of advanced
electronic devices is facilitated by low manufacturing costs. As technology is
progressing, computational speed and efficiency are regularly increasing.

In this evolving scenario embedded platforms play a significant role. The
development of ever smaller electronic devices and components has brought to
embed them in familiar objects. We can just think about smartphones, laptops,
home appliances (e.g. refrigerators, washing machines, microwave ovens) and
so on. Since such a fact, the vision of the ubiquitous computing paradigm [1]
becomes a reality. Ubiquitous computing, also known as pervasive computing
indeed focuses on the capabilities of objects to communicate and perform help-
ful tasks aimed at minimizing the interaction of end users with traditional com-
puters. In the ubiquitous computing paradigm there is an interaction amongst
various actors: devices, sensors and the surrounding environment, as depicted
in Figure 1.1.

These smart objects can be easily connected to each other through local and
global network structures that can be found almost everywhere. In a world
where the above mentioned technologies have become real, the applications
that take advantage of them, represent the so called Internet of Things (IoT)
[2]. Asthon was the first researcher to introduce the term Internet of Things
and in the following lines his words are reported to describe such a concept: “we
need to empower computers with their own means of gathering information, so
they can see, hear and smell the world for themselves, in all its random glory”
[3]. The IoT is much more than a simple technology, in fact it expresses an
innovative paradigm representing a new phase of the Internet evolution. Such
a trend is increasing, the European Commission estimated that in 2020 the
devices connected to the Internet will range between 50 and 100 billion [4].

The universAAL specification [5] provides a definition for the smart space
concept. It can be considered as “an environment centered on its human users
in which a set of embedded networked artifacts, both hardware and software,
collectively realize the paradigm of ambient intelligence”. Such a definition

1
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independently. Ambient Assisted Living systems can be exploited for a variety
of useful applications that can be classified depending on their main objective
as follows:

• anomaly detection: it concerns the identification of events, items or pat-
terns which don’t match an expected behavior. In the Literature over the
years many anomaly detection techniques have been proposed, mainly
based on clustering techniques, statistical method or others. In AAL sys-
tems, anomaly detection is widely adopted to detect possible anomalies
in daily activities, to alert people about dangerous situations or even to
check if any external help is necessary [8]. Jakkula et al. in their work
[9] propose a methodology based on temporal relation discovery with the
aim to detect anomalies within a smart environment. The authors state
that anomaly detection is precise if based on frequent and predictable be-
haviors. Thus they look for temporal interactions only among the most
frequent performed activities. Furthermore, this approach let them to
reduce computational costs.

• planning reminders / schedulers: another relevant aspect of AAL systems
is represented by automatic planning platforms. For example, planning
permits to schedule plans and create daily reminders. Such solutions are
mainly aimed to help people with memory impairment to live safer and
more independently [10]. In general one of the major challenges of such
systems is when to remind and what to remind. The key aspects on
which researchers focus are: to avoid alerting too many times, to avoid
alerting at inappropriate times, to manage task priorities in smart ways
and to prompting the user at the right time, i.e. not too soon or not too
late. In a more advanced approach [11] the authors propose a complex
system where the planning can be dynamically learned or adapted based
on observations. They show how adaptive options can quickly adapt their
behavior depending on the way the user acts.

• security - indoor location system identity / management: indoor location
systems represent another substantial component in AAL systems. In-
door positioning systems provide a way to locate objects or people within
a given environment by the use of magnetic fields, radio waves, acoustic
signals or other information gathered by mobile devices [12]. Such sys-
tems represent a valid solution in order to improve the security of a smart
environment. In [13] Xiong et al. present a system that uses MIMO-based
techniques to track wireless clients as they move within a closed space like
a building. The localization system has been validated with up to forty
clients and is able to detect client positions with a good degree of spatial
and temporal spatial accuracy. Another different approach proposed by

3
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Smart Technologies

Orr and his research team is based on the ability to detect the presence
of users by using pressure sensors located on the floors [14]. Further com-
mon ways to detect user presence are based on PIR (Passive Infra-Red)
sensors which can detect motion when an infrared source (such human
beings) passes through the sensor field. An important aspect related to
the localization problem, consists in the identification process of a person
who is currently walking on a room or taking some medications. To dis-
tinguish inhabitants we can refer to two general approaches. The more
accurate active identification methods take advantage of technologies like
RFID tags to identify people [15], whereas the anonymous approach ex-
ploits machine learning techniques in order to build motion models of
every person [16], [17].

• health monitoring: in Ambient Assisted Living the monitoring process
of relevant vital parameters of people is also a significant task. A large
number of AAL systems are intended to monitor daily activities with the
aim of preserving independent living, automated assistance and remote
health monitoring. Some researchers focus their effort on monitoring a
single activity or parameter whereas others multiple ones. Specifically
in the last years many researchers presented a wide range of systems
devoted to remotely check the health of people. The scientific community
generally refers to such systems with the term telemedicine [18]. AMON
[19] is a telemedical monitor developed at the ETH Zurich University. The
presented system is able to gather data in order to check multiple vital
signs, it can measure blood pressure, SpO2 (peripheral oxygen saturation
level) and it incorporates a lead ECG. This device is also provided with
an on-board GSM transceiver which allows data exchange with medical
centers.

Progresses in such field have been done also thanks to the miniaturiza-
tion processes and the material engineering. In fact wearable and e-textile
specific sensors have been developed with the purpose of monitoring im-
portant health parameters. Examples related to the above mentioned
technologies are reported in [20] and [21].

Fall detection is another significant topic of health since falls are an im-
portant cause of mortality of aged people. Wu et al. [22] propose a Smart
Cane which is able to analyze its usage, informing the user of possible
falling risks and various kind of statistical parameters. Furthermore some
researchers proposed also wearable fall detection systems which are able
to detect the user’s posture and motion taking advantage of accelerom-
eters and gyroscopes [23], [24]. A complementary approach relies on
ambient fall detection systems which are based on PIR or floor pressure

4
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1.1 Sensors and actuators: the physical layer

sensors [25] and audio analysis [26].

• power saving / energy management: a home energy management system
(HEMS) is usually part of a smart environment. Such systems are aimed
at handling in an intelligent way the power consumption in order to re-
duce costs of energy monitoring and optimizing the power consumption
of devices and domestic appliances.

Krishna et. al [27] present in their paper a project based on Power Line
Communication (PLC) system. Their solution provides a real time access
to information on home energy consumption. Moreover the system is also
able to control appliances and optimize power consumption. The plat-
form consists of three interoperating modules: an advanced power control
planning engine, a device control module and a power resource manage-
ment server. Other approaches like [28] exploit wireless protocols in order
to build a platform aimed at balancing power loads and controlling en-
ergy consumption. The adoption of wireless technology leads to relevant
advantages in terms of scalability and possibility to easily and quickly
connect mobile devices. After reviewing some wireless technologies like
WiFi protocols (802.11/a/b/g), Bluethooth, UWB (802.15.3) and Zig-
Bee the researchers decided to focus on ZigBee due to its high level of
efficiency. The authors also highlight that such system is appropriate to
reduce implementation time and costs. Cottone et al. [29] point out how
energy saving in home environments can be achieved taking advantage of
activity recognition techniques. Indeed their research is based on the de-
tection of users common activities in order to predict the trend of energy
consumption. To this aim the system controls the working times of appli-
ances depending on the user habits which are recognized from raw sensor
data exploiting an iterative a priori-based algorithm called Discontinuous
Varied-order Sequential Miner (DVSM) [30].

1.1 Sensors and actuators: the physical layer

In this section it is provided a quick overview of a significant aspect of each
Ambient Assisted Living systems, that is the physical layer. The electronic
devices, during the last few years, have benefitted from quick and relevant
advancements of the research in the field of electronics. In relation to the
Ambient Assisted Living domain, the electronic devices can be briefly classified
as follows.

• ambient sensors: context information [31] can be retrieved by analyzing
the data gathered from the different sensors within a smart environment.

5
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Smart Technologies

Smart homes exploit such knowledge for several kind of automation pur-
poses, ranging from providing a high comfort level for the inhabitants to
preventing dangerous situations. The most used sensors for this kind of
applications can be summarized in the following way:

– motion sensors: in general, motion can be considered a position’s
change of objects or persons with respect to time and their initial
reference location. Motion can be characterized in terms of posi-
tion displacement, speed, acceleration and time. Motion sensors are
then aimed to detect and track movements within a monitored en-
vironment. There exist many types of motion sensors that can be
classified depending on the technology.

PIR sensors: are able to detect the infrared radiation emitted by
the human body. This way a system exploiting such sensors can
estimate the position and the velocity of a person. For instance,
Popescu et al. [32] proposed a vertical PIR sensor array system
aimed at detecting falls. With the aim of differentiating falls to the
other human activities (non-fall) the authors have taken advantage
of a pattern recognition algorithm based on Hidden Markov Models.

Ultrasonic sensors: which generate pulses of ultrasonic waves and
measure the reflection of a moving object. A possible inconvenience
of ultrasonic sensors is that the sensor can sense the motion within
undesired areas, for example, because of reflections of sound waves
around corners.

Microwave sensors: which emit frequency in the microwave region
so that analyzing the returned and/or reflected microwave frequency
the system is able to detect motion.

Tomographic sensors: such a type of detector works creating a mesh
network of radio waves which ignore obstacles like walls. Distur-
bance in the network allow to detect motion over the area covered
by the network.

– Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) sensors: they take advan-
tage of electromagnetic fields to automatically identify and track
electronic tags which are attached to objects. RFID are commonly
used in many fields, for instance, an RFID tag attached to an ob-
ject during the various production steps can be adopted to check
its progress through the assembly line. There are platforms aimed
at distinguishing users through badges built on such a technology.
For instance we can refer to the Landmarc [33] and SpotOn [34]
projects.

6
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1.1 Sensors and actuators: the physical layer

– Pressure sensors / smart tiles: can be employed to retrieve informa-
tion about the pressure which is applied on something. For example
smart tiles can detect the footsteps of a user, whereas other pressure
sensors can be exploited to check if the user is on the bed or is sitting
on a chair.

– Cameras: which are basically aimed at recording video streams.
Nowadays video processing algorithms are able to detect changes in
the surrounding context helping to identify the user activities. More-
over they can be profitable for safety and security purposes, indeed
they can be employed to detect and prevent dangerous situations
and anomalies.

– Acoutstic sensors: sound and audio processing techniques can be
exploited for the activity recognition purposes. For example, Huang
et al. [35] in their work propose a system, based on Hidden Markov
Model (HMM), which is able to detect events according to the re-
vealed audio signals coming from microphones. Vuegen et al. [36]
used low-power Wireless Acoustic Sensor Network (WASN) to rec-
ognize daily living activities in a real case scenario. The system
exploited also ultrasound waves in addition to the audio to improve
activity recognition.

– magnetic sensors: they can be exploited to detect the status of
doors, windows or drawers. For example if installed on the external
doors of a house, they allow to know when someone is leaving or
coming back home. If this kind of sensor are used in combination
with RFID tags, they can give information about the identity of the
person that is opening a door or a specific drawer.

• wearable and mobile sensors: recent advances in microelectronics and
sensor manufacturing have led new relevant scenarios regarding wearable
technologies for remote monitoring. Miniaturization processes have im-
proved and several technologies like MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical
Systems) have been developed in recent years. In order to monitor
health of people, today non-intrusive sensors are available in the form
of patches, small devices, body-worn devices, and smart habiliment ac-
cessories. Wearable sensors allow monitoring and recording real time data
about physiological conditions and motion with a very reduced manual ac-
tivity. Nowadays wearable sensors can be found widespread, for instance
the majority of smartphones is equipped with a GPS (Global Positioning
System), a gyroscope and an accelerometer. As an example, they can
be profitably employed for monitoring the mobility and the activity of a
person. In the Literature there is a number of relevant works based on
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1.2 Smart space applications

their technologies. Such environments can be considered a sort of laboratories
where users and researchers can extensively experiment and evaluate the newest
solutions regarding smart environment technologies. Amongst them it is worth
citing the most representative and relevant projects.

The CASAS Project [41] provides a non-intrusive assistive environment for
monitoring patients affected by dementia at home. The architecture is com-
posed of a physical layer which include the hardware components like sensors
and actuators which communicate through the ZigBee protocol. Moreover there
is a software layer that exploiting support vector machine (SVM) algorithms
deal with the real-time activity recognition. In order to evaluate the ability
of the models they have gathered data from sensor in several different smart
homes. Data were manually annotated in order to provide activity labels. The
results show that some activities are easier to recognize than others, since some
of them overlap each other.

The University of Colorado developed a smart home [42]. The apartment is
equipped with more than seventy-five sensors and actuators. They are devoted
to monitor several aspects of the environment, such as rooms temperatures,
ambient light, sound level, motion, door and window positions. Moreover they
monitor even the external part of the house in order to verify weather and inso-
lation conditions. Actuators are responsible to manage air and water heating,
lighting, and ventilation.

The Gator Tech Smart Home [43] is a live experimental laboratory for validat-
ing technologies and systems developed in the Mobile and Pervasive Computing
Laboratory of the University of Florida. Helal and his team focused their efforts
in activities aimed to assist aged people and individuals with special needs. The
aim was giving to them independence guaranteeing high quality life standards.
The Gator Tech Smart Home (GTSH) is a single-family apartment used as a
testing platform to implement and validate various smart solutions. The smart
home consists of a multi layer architecture. Starting from a low level physical
layer represented by the single electronic devices and appliances to the more
abstract Knowledge Layer, devoted to represent through the adoption of an
ontology all the services offered to the users and all the connected devices.

Yamazaki and his research team developed the Ubiquitous Home [44], which
represents a space to experiment advanced context aware services. The project
principally aimed at recognizing the situations of the inhabitants and focusing
on their contextual information in a real life situation. The home is provided
with several cameras and microphones, moreover in each room there are several
kind of sensors aimed to monitor every space. The apartment is composed of a
living room, a dining-kitchen, a study, a bedroom, a washroom and bathroom.
Each room has cameras and microphones in the ceiling to collect video and
audio data. There are also floor pressure sensors which are installed with the

9
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Smart Technologies

aim of tracking the residents and detect furniture positions. The apartment is
also equipped with infra-red sensors in order to detect the users motion.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has developed smart home
projects within the House n department [45]. The aim of their project is testing
new materials, technologies and strategies focused on exploring activities and
interactions of people within smart environments. The most relevant initiative
comprises The PlaceLab which can be considered a living laboratory, used to
study technology and design strategies. Hundred of sensors are installed in each
part of the home and are employed to support the design of innovative user
interface applications aimed at helping people to control their environment,
save resources, keep active and healthy. The sensors are also exploited to
check the activity within the environment so that researchers can analyze how
people react to new devices, systems, and architectural design strategies in the
complex context of the home.

1.3 Our contribution

The main contribution to the field of Ambient Assisted Living can be consid-
ered twofold. Several knowledge models have been proposed in the last years
in order to describe Abient Assisted Living sensors and actuators. At the mo-
ment models and methodologies aimed at providing a complete assistance to
designers during the development of an AAL environment are still missing. To
this end, in the first part of this work it is introduced an ontology which is
devoted to represent in a formal manner, all relevant aspects related to knowl-
edge in the AAL domain, ranging from goals to measures and sensors. A set
of logic-based reasoning functions which give advanced support to the design
process are also defined.

With the introduced solution, starting from high-level goals AAL designers
can easily retrieve which devices are needed to best fit the project requirements.
It directly and efficiently lead to a cost-effective reduction of development time.

The second aspect of this work focuses to exploit smart environment sen-
sors data. In particular, smart environments improve the life quality of people,
providing inhabitants with advanced functionalities and services that support
them during their daily activities. As previously explained, in order to imple-
ment such improvements, smart environments are equipped with many sensors
that constantly monitor the activities performed by a user. Sensor data are
activation sequences and can be considered as the execution of a process repre-
senting daily user behaviors and performed activities. In the second part of this
dissertation a methodology is introduced, aimed at taking advantage of Process
Mining techniques in order to discover models representing and characterizing
the user behaviors.
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1.3 Our contribution

This work is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 it is introduced a sensor net-
work goal-driven ontology, building on its top a reasoning framework. Chapter
3 introduces a methodology capable to exploit sensors’ data in order to extract
models describing the behavior of a smart environment user. The proposed
methodology is also supported and evaluated thanks a real case study. Chap-
ter 4 details about other Ph.D. activities related to Educational Data Mining
approaches aimed at discovering models suitable to represent student’s careers.
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Chapter 2

The GoAAL ontology

2.1 Introduction and motivation

In recent years, a variety of assistive technologies have been proposed to im-
prove people’s life quality thanks to environments that are sensitive, adaptive,
and responsive to human needs. Relying on this concept, Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) technologies, exploit sensors and actuators for several monitor-
ing and support tasks. Such tasks are mainly addressed to help elderly people
in order to possibly prevent and recognize a wide range of common medical
problems.

In AAL, personalized products rather than complete out-of-the-box solu-
tions are usually preferred since the possible changes of end-users necessities.
With the advancement of technology in the market there are more and more
electronic devices which are usually produced by different vendors and are en-
gineered on the base of a wide range of different protocols and technologies.
Among them there are, environmental sensors, wearable sensors, miniaturized
and integrated in clothes and accessories, telemedicine systems to monitor vital
parameters (e.g., blood pressure, body weight, level of oxygen in blood, heart-
beat), smart kitchen sensors (e.g., deployed in ovens or other appliances) and
multimedia management platforms.

However, even taking into account the most recent researches, beside the
quality-of-service and the user experience [46], one of the most relevant as-
pect is still the design of systems that can be revised in order to fit possible
requirements’ changes as the users’ needs evolve.

There is still the need of reliable methodologies to develop sensor networks,
in particular focused at supporting system designers during the development of
AAL solutions. This is especially useful in the following scenarios, namely (i)
the development of an automated home from scratch and (ii) the on-demand
redesign of AAL functionalities. In the first, the designer has to select the
sensors which needed to be installed according to functional and non-functional
project specifications. In the latter, the designer is asked to change an already
existing automated home to meet new requirements.
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Chapter 2 The GoAAL ontology

With the goal of improving the efficiency and to avoiding a waste of resources,
known to be a relevant and still open issue in AAL [47], the challenge is to verify
in which way the already installed sensors can be exploited in order to fulfill
the new specifications.

This research is aimed to introduce a goal-oriented methodology focused to
support AAL engineers in order to design and/or redesign AAL environments
in scenarios like those previously discussed.

Generally, the methodology is aimed at taking into account requirements
elicitation and analysis as part of the professional practice of development in
the AAL field, keeping track of the relation between requirements, goals and
solutions.

A relevant aspect of the methodology described (and major original contri-
bution) is its goal-oriented approach. Indeed it involves (1) the representation
of AAL goals through a formal language and their decomposition in tasks to
be fulfilled, and (2) the reference to a logic language aimed at representing
the knowledge and the defining a set of reasoning functionalities that provide
advanced functionalities helpful at design time.

In order to better explain the proposed methodology, some basic definitions
are now introduced. In the field of computer science, ontologies represent an
efficient way to formally model the structure of a system and the most signifi-
cant entities and relations amongst them that comes from observations. In the
field of experimental sciences the research is devoted to model and discovery
physical phenomena. Unlike that, ontologies focus on the structure / nature
of things independently by their physical existence. In computer science, the
concept of existence is pragmatic, in fact as stated in [48] "For AI systems,
what exists is that which can be represented." In particular it was the year
1993 when Gruber defined an ontology as an "explicit specification of a concep-
tualization" [48]. A further important contribution comes from the definition
that was given by Borst by which an ontology is a "formal specification of a
shared conceptualization" [49]. The representation of something in an ontology
implies a decision related to design process. With the aim of supporting the
design of an ontology, several criteria [48] must be taken into account:

• clarity: in fact an ontology has to communicate the meaning of defined
terms thus definitions should be objective

• coherence: an ontology sanctions inferences which need to be consistent
with the given definitions

• extendibility: the use of a shared vocabulary must be taken into account
during the design process
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• minimal encoding bias: the conceptualization should be specified at the
knowledge level independently by specific symbol-level encoding

• minimal ontological commitment: an ontology should make as few claims
as possible about the world which is modeled

The development of an ontology is characterized by many benefits if com-
pared to other data models, such as reported in [50]:

• Knowledge sharing: the adoption of context ontologies provides computa-
tional entities (e.g. agents and services in ubiquitous computing contexts)
to share common sets of concepts related to the context while interoper-
ating with each other.

• Logic inference: context-aware computing can takes advantage of several
existing reasoning mechanisms to infer high-level conceptual context from
low-level and raw context. Moreover it can be exploited to check and solve
possible inconsistencies of the context knowledge.

• Knowledge reuse: reusing already defined ontologies related to different
domains can lead to composing a large-scale context ontology without
the need of starting from scratch.

The proposed approach takes into account the requirements’ elicitation for
AAL environments on the basis of the definition of goals, according to well-
known standards. Subsequently, it is defined a modular ontology representing
goals, tasks, measures and sensors in a formal machine-understandable format.
The introduced ontology represents a reference knowledge base for the commu-
nity of system designers, which can cooperate for its definition and extension.
At last, it is introduced a set of logic-based reasoning functionalities in Prolog
in order to perform inference and retrieve new knowledge from the ontology.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 introduces the proposed
methodology. In Section 2.3 it is presented GoAAL, the proposed ontology
for goal-oriented development of AAL environments. Section 2.4 reports on
reasoning support services for ontology management and for guiding the devel-
opment process. Such functionalities will be exploited in Section 2.5 to support
the development of an AAL environment. In Section 2.6 a brief overview on
related work is provided. In Section 2.7 the presented approach is evaluated
discussing the obtained results. Finally, Section ?? draws some conclusions.

2.2 Methodology

The goal-oriented methodology introduced in this work is a contribution given
by the missing of well-known practices in the development of an Ambient As-
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Chapter 2 The GoAAL ontology

sisted Living environment. The introduction of a methodology which relies on
known engineering standards and technologies is aimed at answering the follow-
ing questions: (i) the need to control how the design requirements are elicited,
evolved and maintained as a part of engineering design practice, and (ii) the
need to characterize and communicate about design requirements defined for
the project, that are points of interest on one side for designers, on the other
side for final customers. The methodology can be divided into two steps: the
elicitation and analysis of the requirements and the exploitation of an ontology

for AAL supporting a goal-driven decomposition of requirements to determine
which devices are needed to fulfill them.

Living assistance goals are classified corresponding to the degree of emer-
gency of the recognized situation. In detail, we refer to the following categories
according to the degree of emergency usually employed in triage for estimating
the priority of patients’ treatments based on urgency conditions:

• red code: critical issues that are harmful and need to be immediately
managed by alert propagation and proactive actions that could contribute
to solve the state of emergency;

• yellow code: issues that can be potentially dangerous. They can led to
harmful consequences thus they must be recognized in short times in
order to avoid more severe repercussions;

• green code: actions that can improve general health conditions. They
don’t need to be managed with urgency.

We also introduce a further typology, namely the white code, comprising all
those support services which are not critical to detect issues but can be con-
sidered a valuable contribution for home management, energy saving, comfort,
and so forth.

In the following, for the analysis of goals we refer to the Goal-oriented Re-
quirement Language (GRL)[51], a language for supporting goal-oriented model-
ing and reasoning of requirements. It provides constructs for expressing various
types of concepts that appear during the requirement process, among which we
refer to intentional elements like goal, task, softgoal, and resource, without dis-
cussing the operational details of processes or system requirements. This allows
to take a higher-level perspective towards modeling the current or the future
software system and its embedding environment. The basis for GRL is i* [52],
a framework with an agent-oriented approach for requirement engineering. It
is usually adopted in contexts where multiple parties with strategic interests
may be reinforcing or conflicting in relation to each other, such as business
process redesign, information systems requirements engineering, or the design
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2.2 Methodology

of agent-based software systems. GRL, together with UCM (Use Case Maps),
constitute the User Requirement Notation (URN)[53], that is adopted as inter-
national standard since 2008. The decomposition of high-level goals into more
detailed subgoals allows to take into account several aspects in the context of
ambient assisted living. Finally, (sub)goals are further detailed in tasks, that
specify particular ways of meeting the needs stated in the goals. Several types
of relationships among intentional elements are available in GRL, among which:

• decomposition, that provides the ability to define which other elements
need to be achieved or available in order for a task to perform;

• means-end, to describe how goals are achieved. Each provided task is
an alternative means for achieving the goal. Normally, each task may
have different types of impacts on softgoals, which serve as criteria for
evaluating and choosing among each task alternative;

• contribution, that describes how an intentional element contributes to
the satisfaction of another intentional element. Several contributions are
possible, according to the degree and polarity of the relation, e.g. some+,
make, help with positive meaning and break, some-, hurt with negative
sense;

• correlation, that is aimed to express knowledge about interactions be-
tween intentional elements in different categories, and to encode such a
knowledge. It is similar to a contribution, except that it is not an explicit
desire, but is a side-effect.

In Figure 2.1 a fragment of the goal diagram dealing with red code issues
is shown. Circles and hexagons represent goals and tasks respectively. The
edges linking a goal to a set of subgoals represents the decomposition rela-
tion, that describes which elements are needed to satisfy the goal. The arrows
labeled “Help” represent the positive yet uncountable contribution of a task
to achieve a goal (e.g., an irregular heartbeat or an excessive perspiration are
both well-known symptoms of a heart attack and hence positively contribute
to its recognition), while the label “Make” means that the task itself is capable
to completely satisfy the corresponding goal (e.g., detecting seismic waves is
enough to recognize an earthquake).

The goal diagram, together with all knowledge about goals, tasks, sensors and
measures collected by sensors are codified in GoAAL, an ontology written in a
formal, machine-understandable language. After the identification of the goals,
users can exploit GoAAL in order to decompose a high-level goal in subgoals
and tasks, and then determine which measures and sensors are needed for its
fulfillment. Next section is devoted to describe in detail the ontology schema.
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Chapter 2 The GoAAL ontology

Figure 2.1: A fragment of the goal diagram.

While this last is generic, the definition of ontology instances depends on the
target application scenario, and as such it is a required step at the beginning of
the development1. Finally, as we detail in Section 2.4, through the exploitation
of ontological knowledge various types of support functions based on reasoning

are defined. They are aimed both to retrieve explicit and hidden knowledge
in the ontology, and to provide more advanced functionalities for design. For
instance, the possibility to determine which is the minimum set of sensors to
satisfy a set of requirements or to understand whether an already existing set
of sensors can be reused for a scenario with changed requirements.

2.3 An AAL ontology

The main purpose of the GoAAL ontology is supporting a goal-oriented de-
velopment of an ambient assisted living system that can be considered as a
network of different electronic devices. With the aim to drive and give support
to the system architecture during the choice of the sensors to install, the on-
tology focuses on goals of the AAL domain and all the necessary tasks to fulfill
them.

In recent times, many methodologies have been proposed for the ontology
development (see [55] for a complete survey). By the way, despite the well-

1Hereafter in the examples we make reference to specific measures and sensors adopted for
the HiCMO project [54].
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2.3 An AAL ontology

known reputation of semantic technologies, no widely accepted standard has
emerged . In several cases more than one overlap can be recognized among such
methodologies: in fact, they are made of interactive and iterative steps that,
starting from the identification of main representative terms of the domain, lead
to the final ontology through several steps. Some researches [56, 57, 48] provide
the theoretical groundwork for knowledge engineering in the context of domain
ontologies. The work of Schreiber et al. [56] focuses on corporate knowledge
management, for the design and implementation of knowledge-intensive infor-
mation systems, rather than ontology engineering. Instead, Enterprise Ontol-

ogy [57], which influenced much work in ontology community, represents one
of the first attempt to define a sound development methodology. Gruber et al.
[48] introduce criteria for ontology design. The formalization guarantees the
clarification and disambiguation related to the meaning of terms.

In particular, in this work the adopted approach is based on [58, 59]. It starts
from the determination of domain and scope of the ontology, which in this case
is the formal representation of goals, tasks, measures, sensors and their mutual
relations. Additional steps, that we discuss in the next sections, involve:

• a preliminary analysis for defining the scope and domain of the ontology
(Section 2.3.1)

• the reuse of existing ontologies (Section 2.3.2)

• the definition of classes and relations aimed at representing the domain
of interest (Section 2.3.3)

• the implementation which is aimed at translating axioms in a machine-
readable language (Section 2.3.4)

2.3.1 Domain and scope

The main purpose of the GoAAL ontology is covering the domain of ambient
assisted living and smart homes representing the developed goal diagram in a
formal way. The ontology will define the relations between tasks and measures
and between measures and sensors capable to detect them. Such an ontol-
ogy will be adopted to provide a goal-driven support tool to those developers
involved in the ambient assisted living design. To this end, possible compe-
tency question [59] to which ontology will provide answers that comprise these
questions:

• which are the goals, softgoals, tasks and resources which are relevant in
an ambient assisted living scenario?

• which tasks must be fulfilled in order to satisfy a certain high-level goal?
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Chapter 2 The GoAAL ontology

• which sensors are the most suitable to fulfill a given task? Or a certain
high-level goal?

• which is the smallest set of sensors which is able to grant a certain set of
measures?

• which way is it possible to reuse a given set of already installed sensors?
Can they be exploited to fulfill other achievements?

2.3.2 Reuse of existing ontologies

The development of the GoAAL ontology has been carried on taking into ac-
count of other existing ontologies. In particular starting from the analysis of
the state of the art of AAL ontologies with the purpose to reuse vocabularies or
ontologies which are relevant in the AAL domain. In the following we describe
the most important aspects of the external ontologies that we selected for the
extension:

• OntoiStar [60] corresponds to the ontological representation of i*, an
agent-oriented framework for goal-oriented requirement engineering. It
provides constructs for the goal representation and their decomposition
in (sub)goals and tasks specifying particular ways of meeting the needs
stated in the goals. Softgoals and resources are other concepts introduced
in OntoIStar. Moreover, several types of relationships amongst the above
mentioned elements are available (e.g., decompositions, contributions).

• DogOnto [61] is an ontology focused on the concept of interoperability
amongst the different systems within the same smart environment. It
includes device/network independent description of houses, taking into
account architectural elements and devices, which are classified as either
controllable or non-controllable.

• KPIOnto [62] is aimed at representing indicators (PI) conceived to mon-
itor performances in business contexts. PIs correspond to the notion of
measures, and are typically classified as either atomic or compound, de-
pending on the availability of a mathematical formula stating how they
can be calculated from other PIs. Differently from similar ontologies,
on the top of KPIOnto a set of logic-based functionalities are defined,
capable to manipulate formulas for a variety of reasoning tasks.

• The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [63], developed by the
W3C Semantic Sensor Networks Incubator Group (SSN-XG), describes
capabilities and properties of sensors, the act of sensing and the resulting
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2.3 An AAL ontology

observations. The ontology is aligned to the DOLCE-Ultralite founda-
tional ontology2 to further explain concepts and relations.

From now on, prefixes ois, dog, kpi and ssn are used in the following to refer
respectively to OntoiStar, DogOnto, KPIOnto and SSN ontologies.

2.3.3 GoAAL architecture

This section is devoted to describe the ontology architecture. It’s divided into
three distinct modules, that will be discussed in the following:

• The Goal module describes the goals and their hierarchical decomposition
in subgoals and tasks related to an ambient assisted living context in order
to understand which domain objects should be measured starting from
the high-level goals analysed in the goal diagram.

• The Measure module is devoted to characterize measures and their rela-
tions with domain objects, in order to understand which measures can be
exploited to fulfill a given task.

• The Sensor module is focused to the definition of sensors, their properties
and their specific functionalities. This module is relevant in order to
determine which are the best sensors that can be exploited to obtain a
given measure or which are the actuators that are capable to operate on
a given object.

The three modules of GoAAL ontology and their interconnections are shown
in Figure 2.2. In particular the key concepts are represented within white boxes,
the extended classes from other ontologies are represented with coloured boxes.
Their mutual relations are shown as well in the picture.

2http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl
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Figure 2.2: The GoAAL ontology schema.

Goal module

This module is aimed at modeling goals, soft-goals, task and resources. This
module formalizes the ontology specifications of the Goal-oriented Requirement
Language (GRL), and extends it using the notions of Action, Environment and
Priority. The Goal module is shown if Figure 2.3 and its classes and relations
are explained in detail below:

• Goal. This class represents goals (⊑ ois:Goal) and its decomposition
in subgoals. In the proposed approach, goals are classified in agreement
to the degree of emergency of the recognized situation. Red (critical
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issues that have to be managed as soon as possible), yellow (risky is-
sues that must be recognized to avoid more serious repercussions) and
green code (actions which are capable to improve general health condi-
tions). We also refer to a further typology, named the white code, that
covers non-critical services which are conceived to provide support for
comfort and home management. As for example, we can just imagine
a red code goal related to recognition of environmental issues. Among
its subgoals, the FireDetection goal can be directly fulfilled through the
FlamesDetection task to detect the presence of flames within the apart-
ment. The HighTemperatureLevelDetection task contributes as well to the
goal, as an abnormal high temperature measured within a room may wit-
ness the presence of fire. In addition, SmokeRecognition subgoal can help
to achieve the goal at hand. In turn, this can be achieved through tasks
HighLevelOfCO2Detection or LowAirTransparencyDetection. A subgoal
is the recognition of smoke that is achieved through the detection of high
level of CO2 or low transparency of the air.

• Softgoal. A softgoal (⊑ois:Softgoal) represents conditions for which
there is no clear-cut criteria to judge its satisfaction. It is mainly used for
non-functional requirements, e.g. it can be important to assure Usability

of devices in contexts with elderly people.

• Task. A task (⊑ois:Task) is related to the performing of an action
(∀requiresAction.Action) over a resource (∀onObject.DomainObject). For
example, the task MonitorIrregularHeartbeat requires a Monitoring

action over Heartbeat domain object. A Task may be associated to a
priority (∀hasPriority.Priority).

• Priority. The priority of a task (e.g., High − priority, Low − priority).

• Action. The type of action that can be executed over a Resource (e.g.,
Monitoring, Enactment).

• DomainObject. The representation of the domain’s objects (e.g., vital
parameters like HeartBeat, environmental quantities like Temperature

or LevelOfCO2). It is defined as a subclass of Resource in the OntoiStar
ontology (⊑ ois:Resource). Domain objects are hierarchically classified
according to their typology. In the AAL field, subclasses comprise rel-
evant parameters related to health conditions (e.g., body temperature,
breath, heartbeat) and physical variables related to the environment (e.g.,
room temperature, humidity, seismic waves). A domain object is also lo-
cated within a certain environment (∀isLocatedAt.Environment).
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• Environment. This class is used to represent all the possible areas of
an apartment. It comes from an extension of the corresponding class of
the DogOnto ontology (⊑dog:BuildingEnvironment).

Figure 2.3: Goal module of the ontology.

Measure module

The purpose of this module is formalizing measures gathered by sensors. Mea-
sures can be classified on the base to their structure and the availability of an
associated formula into the following categories:

• simple measures, corresponding to instances of the class Measure. They
can be further detailed into:

– atomic measures in case that a formula is not provided

– compound measures in case that it is provided a formula which de-
scribes how the measure can be mathematically computed starting
from other measures

The class Measure extends a class from the SSN ontology
(⊑ssn:MeasurementProperty), and also the class Indicator defined in the KPI-
Onto (⊑kpi:Indicator). This last is described in the following together with
relevant classes from the same external ontology:
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• kpi:Indicator is the most significant class of KPIOnto, and its instances
describe any metric that can be monitored, e.g. HeartBeatRate_bpm,
CO2Level_ppm. Properties of an indicator are: name, acronym, defini-
tion, the aggregation function (∃kpi:hasAggrFunction.kpi:Aggregation-

Function), the unit of measurement
(∃kpi:hasUnitOfMeasurement.kpi:UnitOfMeasurement) and a formula
(∀kpi:hasFormula.kpi:Formula).

• kpi:UnitOfMeasure represents the symbol and the description of the
unit chosen for the indicator, making reference to an external ontology,
namely the Measurement Units Ontology3.

• kpi:AggregationFunction is the function through which a measure can
be aggregated along some dimensions (e.g., the MeanDailyTemperature

is given by averaging temperature values retrieved during the day).

• kpi:Formula. It is used to calculate a compound indicator starting
from other indicators. Each formula is characterized by its graphical
representation, its semantics and the references to its components, which
are in turn formulas. For instance, the BodyMassIndex is derived by
Weight ∗ Height or the mobility of a user can be evaluated by a smart
shoe device as NumSteps ∗ StepLenght.

A measure is also related to the specific domain object to which it refers
(∃hasObject.DomainObject).

3http://idi.fundacionctic.org/muo/muo-vocab.html
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Figure 2.4: Measure module of the ontology.

Sensor module

This module includes a Sensor class which is devoted to describe the full set of
electronic devices installed in a smart environment; it extends the class Sensor
in the SSN ontology (⊑ssn:Sensor). The module is depicted in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Sensor module of the ontology.

• ssn:Sensor. Within SSN, a sensor is an entity which has the capability to
follow a sensing method and observe some property
(∀ssn:observes.ssn:Properties) strictly related to real-world phenom-
ena. Sensors can be electronic devices, computational methods or any
other thing able to follow a Sensing Method to observe a Property.

• ssn:MeasurementProperty. It is an observable quality of an event
or object. Two subclasses are: MeasurementProperties which is used
to specify technical information about the sensor (e.g. frequency, ac-
curacy, range, precision) and MeasurementCapabilities that collects to-
gether measurement properties and the environmental conditions in which
those properties hold, representing a specification of a sensor’s capability
in those conditions. The class Measure extends class Property and this
last is related to the measure that is observed. A capability has a measure-
ment property (∀ ssn:hasMeasurementProperty.MeasurementProperty),
whereas this last is detailed by specifying the value of the property (∀ has-
MeasurementPropertyValue.(∃ hasQuantityValue)) and/or, in case the
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property is associated to a range, the minimum and maximum values (∀
hasMeasurementPropertyMinValue.(∃ hasQuantityValue)).

• ssn:MeasurementCapability is a subclass of ssn:Property that col-
lects together measurement properties and the environmental conditions
in which those properties hold.A capability has a measurement property
(∀ssn:hasMeasurementProperty.MeasurementProperty), whereas this last
is detailed by specifying the value of the property (∀ssn:hasMeasurement-
PropertyValue.(∃ssn:hasQuantityValue)) and/or, in case the property is
associated to a range, the minimum and maximum values (∀ssn:hasMea-
surementPropertyMinValue.(∃ssn:hasQuantityValue)).

For example, CO2DetectionSensor123 is manufactured by “SomeCompany1”
and hasMeasurementCapability.frequency of “3/min” and hasMeasurement
CO2Level.

2.3.4 Implementation

The design process of an ontology is based on formal languages. In particular
in 2004 W3C Consortium recommended the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
as the main formalism to be adopted for the ontology representation [64]. Thus
OWL is widely adopted language in sciences communities, where it has quickly
become a de facto standard for ontology design and data interchange. OWL
originates as a revision of the DAML+OIL ontology language [65], inheriting
from them several features of them. An important aspect is that the consistency
of the OWL language with respect to lower level Web standards is guaranteed.
OWL is based on the RDF model so it relies on a RDF/XML syntax. The
RDFS terms are also integrated within the OWL vocabulary.

There exist three versions, namely sublanguages, of OWL that are succinctly
summarized below:

• OWL Lite: it was originally developed with the aim of supporting the
users that needed a classification hierarchy with simple constraints. For
instance, even though it supports cardinality constraints, only cardinality
values of 0 or 1 are allowed. Development with OWL Lite is almost as
difficult as development with OWL DL, because of that OWL Lite is not
so widely adopted [66].

• OWL DL: it is much more expressive than OWL Lite since it includes all
constructs which are present in OWL Lite, extending them with specific
features of Description Logic (e.g. class disjoint, conjunction, disjunc-
tion and so forth) which enables automated reasoning functionalities [67].
OWL DL provides on one hand computational completeness and on the
other hand an high level of expressiveness.
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• OWL Full: it is the best choice for users who need the maximum level of
expressiveness and the syntactic freedom of RDF without computational
guarantees. It is meant to be used in situations where expressiveness is
more significant than being able to guarantee the decidability or com-
putational completeness of the language. It is not possible to perform
automated reasoning on OWL Full ontologies.

The GoAAL ontology is implemented in OWL2-RL4 language (based on a
subset of OWL-DL), with the exception of the measures’ formulas for which
OWL2 does not allow a proper representation. Hence, in order to exploit them
for reasoning purposes, these mathematical expressions are stored in a repos-
itory relying on the W3C Recommendation MathML5 and OpenMath6, two
XML-based standards frequently used to render equations in web browsers.
They provide a language to represent formulas in a machine-readable format
with a defined syntax and semantics, which allows to perform automatic ma-
nipulation on them. Such languages are capable, respectively, to describe the
content/presentation of a generic formula and the semantics of mathematical
objects.

In Section 2.5 we discuss some application of the GoAAL ontology related
to goal-oriented design and development of an ambient assisted living environ-
ment. However, the ontology can also exploited for a number of other possible
purposes. As an example, GoAAL can be used in context-aware systems for
an automated home, in which a sensor network constantly monitors significant
measures which are stored in central a repository. In such a case the ontology
represent a useful reference vocabulary to semantically enrich relevant terms of
the domain (i.e. sensors, measures, rooms) by mapping specific values to onto-
logical concepts. In the same context but from an analytical perspective, it can
also be used in a ontology-based data access (OBDA) approach, to make queries
over the repository using ontology terms and exploiting reasoning capabilities.
The implementation of such external systems or repositories is obviously de-
coupled from that the ontology, and can refer to technological solutions ranging
from relational databases to linked data.

2.4 Querying and support reasoning functions

We have defined many reasoning services thanks to which it is possible to
execute queries over the ontology to retrieve useful information. The ontologi-
cal model can be queried through Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL) to retrieve both information that is explicitly stored and implicitly

4http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-overview/
5http://www.w3.org/Math/
6http://www.openmath.org/
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inferable by a reasoner. For instance, possible queries can help to understand
which tasks must be performed to achieve a given high-level goal, which mea-
sures are devoted to monitor a certain domain object or which sensors are
capable to provide a given measure.

More interesting queries on measures’ formulas can be executed, for instance
to determine which is the minimal set of sensors providing a given set of mea-
sure. However, in this case specific reasoning functions must be defined on the
top of the model, by exploiting the formal representation of formulas. Indeed,
as proposed by authors of KPIOnto ontology [62], in order to define such func-
tionalities it is needed to represent and manipulate formulas within a reasoning
framework. To this end, they refer to Logic Programming (LP) as logic-based
language for its capability to manipulate both (properly translated) OWL2
axioms and mathematical equations. Indeed, mathematical formulas are rep-
resented as facts by referring to an infix notation like:

• formula(’A’,’B’+’C’).

• formula(’B’,’D’+’E’).

• formula(’D’,’F’/’H’).

In the following, we show some reasoning functions proposed in KPIOnto
capable to support generic queries about measures and formulas, that we ex-
tended with a set of specific predicates for AAL. We also discuss a set of
predicates devoted to the management of consistency in the ontology.

In addition, with the aim to support more advanced reasoning functions
among measures and sensors, facts of type hasMeasure(sensor,measure) are
included in the Prolog knowledge base to state that, in the ontology, a certain
sensor is linked to the specified measure through the hasMeasurementCapabil-
ity/hasMeasurementProperty relations.

The problem related to the manipulation of mathematical expressions is ad-
dressed by specific predicated from PRESS (PRolog Equation Solving System)
[68], that can be considered as a formalization of algebra in Logic Program-
ming specifically aimed to solve symbolic, transcendental and non-differential
equations. Its code can be represented as axioms of a first order mathemat-
ical theory and the running of the program can be regarded as inference in
such a theory. More in detail, given that predicates and functions in PRESS
represent relationships among expressions of algebra, it can be interpreted as
a Meta-Theory of algebra. The predicates in which it is organised can ma-
nipulate an equation to achieve a specific syntactic effect (e.g. to reduce the
occurrences of a given variable in an equation) through a set of rewriting rules.
XSB7 was chosen as logic programming database system for its efficiency.

7http://xsb.sourceforge.net/
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2.4.1 Reasoning to support development

A set of basic functionalities are aimed to enable manipulation of mathematical
formulas by extending PRESS (PRolog Equation Solving System)8, a formal-
ization of algebra in Prolog that includes predicates for various mathematical
tasks, like basic symbolic operations, equation solving and equation rewriting.

More advanced functionalities are focused on the extraction of “common
measures”: given a set of measures φ = {m1, m2, ..., mn}, common measures of
φ is the minimal set of measures needed to compute all formulas of φ. In [62]
such a concepts is implemented through the predicate indToMea(Lin, Lout),
which takes as input a list Lin of measures and generates its common mea-
sure set in Lout. To give an example, let us consider the following formu-
las for A, B and D: formula(’A’,’B’+’C’), formula(’B’,’D’+’E’), and
formula(’D’,’F’/’G’). If φ = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G}, then a solution for
indToMea(φ,Lout) is Lout = {C, D, E, G}. In fact, with D and G we can
compute F by reverting the third formula. Then, having D and E, B is ob-
tained according to the second formula. Finally, using the first formula A can
be derived from B and C. Let us note that other possible minimal solutions
exists, like {A, B, D, G} and {B, C, F, G}. The predicate meaToInd(Lin,Lout)

implements the inverse of indToMea: given a set of available measures Lin, the
predicate returns in Lout all those measures that are derivable from them, e.g.
if Lin = {B, C, E} it is possible to derive Lout = {A, B, C, D, E}.

We extended this set of predicates by defining the following ones, to specifi-
cally support the retrieval of information in GoAAL:

• meaToSen(Lm,Ls): given a set Lm of measures, returns the sets Ls

of sensors needed to compute them. This relies on determining from
indToMea the minimum set of measures actually needed, and then on the
execution of a Prolog goal in the form hasMeasure(X,measure) for each
measure. For example, let us consider a knowledge base with sensors s1,
s2 and s3 and measures A, B and C:

– hasMeasure(’s1’,’A’). hasMeasure(’s1’,’C’).

– hasMeasure(’s2’,’B’).

– hasMeasure(’s3’,’B’). hasMeasure(’s3’,’C’).

In such a case, given Lm={A, B, C}, then Ls = {s1, s2, s3}, {s1, s2}, {s1, s3}.

• senToMea(Ls,Lm) given a set Ls of sensors, returns the set Lm of mea-
sures that can be calculated: at first the list of available measures is
retrieved by exploiting the goal hasMeasure(sensor,X) for each sensor
in Ls. Then, meaToInd is executed to expand the list of obtained com-
putable measures.

8http://dream.inf.ed.ac.uk/software/press/
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• taskToSen(Lt,Ls) given a set Lt of tasks, returns all the sensors Ls

capable to achieve them. At first the set of domain objects related to
the tasks are retrieved from the ontology, and in the same way all the
measures linked to such objects are found. Then, predicate meaToSen is
executed to retrieve the sensors.

2.4.2 Consistency management

In the context of this work, the ontology is meant to be populated before the be-
ginning of the development phase. Usually this happens in an incremental way,
as developers reuse already existing definitions of sensors and measures for fol-
lowing projects. A typical problem in collaborative and incremental knowledge
bases is consistency management. This can be usually achieved by evaluating
the (in)coherence of a new instance with respect to the ontology schema, by
exploiting a consistency service available in OWL reasoners.

For what concerns formulas, a check is needed to verify whether a new
added formula is consistent with the already existing formulas, from a logical-
mathematical point of view. On the contrary, the answer to a query could
produce inconsistent results. In this case the consistency check is implemented
as a Prolog predicate according to the following definition.

Let KB be a knowledge base containing formulas. Given a new measure mi,
its formula fi is consistent with KB iif (a) fi is unique in the ontology (there is
no identical formula), (b) its formula is not equivalent to a formula already in
KB and (c) its formula must not contradict any other already defined formula.

As for the first condition (a), the identical(Equation,X, X=Solution)

predicate is introduced to avoid to insert twice the same definition in the
ontology. The reasoner firstly rewrites the Equation so that the variable X

is only on the left side. Then it searches the whole theory for a formula
having the same structure of the rewritten Equation. Moreover, (b) dur-
ing ontology population, it is useful to individuate and manage duplications,
i.e. given two formulas f1 and f2, they are equivalent if f1 can be rewrit-
ten as f2. The predicate equivalence(Equation,X,Y) implements this be-
haviour by relying on functionalities for formula manipulation, to find for-
mulas Y that are equivalent to X=Equation. Finally, (c) we defined a pred-
icate incoherence(Equation,X,Y=S) useful to verify that when a formula
X=Equation is added or existing formulas are updated or deleted, the change
do not contradict the ontology. A formula f2 for a new measure m2 is coher-
ent with the ontology if, whenever there exists a formula f1 for a measure m1

already defined in the KPIOnto, such that f2 can be rewritten as f1, then the
equivalence m1≡m2 does not contradict the ontology. Otherwise we have an
incoherence.
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2.5 A GoAAL Application

As previously discussed in Section 2.3.4, GoAAL is developed with the aim of
being a useful support for developers in the design of ambient assisted living en-
vironments. The previous Section showed how low-level competency questions
can be answered by exploiting SPARQL queries and reasoning capabilities. On
the other hand, this Section reports about possible usages of the ontology for
a number of potential real-world applications. In particular we focus on the
following case studies:

1. the development of a cockpit devoted to continuously monitor temper-
atures within various rooms of a house. In such a scenario the major
challenge is overcoming syntactic and semantic heterogeneities of sensors
that come from different producers / manufacturers.

2. the on-demand redesign of AAL functionalities. In this situation the de-
veloper is asked to change an already existing automated home in order
to fit new requirements and specifications (e.g., the patient is under treat-
ment for a disease). With the aim to optimize costs and to avoid waste
resources, the main purpose is to verify whether the already installed
sensors are able to fulfill the new requirements.

3. sensor matching based on design requirement. In this scenario the au-
tomated home is developed from scratch. Hence, the developer must
choose which sensors are to be installed according to functional and non-
functional requirements.

The case studies are discussed in the context of a collaborative project called
HicMO, that lasted from 2011 to 2015 and involved thirteen Italian companies
specialized in microelectronic devices, house appliances and telecommunication
systems [54]. The high-level goal of HiCMO was to build a platform providing
advanced services which are focused on monitoring domestic activities in order
to ensure the wellness of elderly people. Many kind of devices are taken into
account:

• environmental sensors: they monitor temperature, humidity, pressure,
power consumption, air and lighting quality of the various zones of the
house.

• wearable sensors: they are miniaturized and integrated in clothes and
accessories. The e-Moves sensor is capable to acquire information of user’s
gait and walk activity that can be relevant to analyze the health status of
the user [69, 70]. There are also sensors which are integrated on a t-shirt
and are aimed at revealing information about the user’s stress level. The
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user is also provided with a special ring with an RFID tag that is used
to monitor the presence of the user in specific areas of the house.

• telemedicine system: it is composed by several devices and is used to
monitor some vital parameters of the users like blood pressure, body
weight, level of oxygen in blood and heart rate.

• smart kitchen: it integrates various sensors to reveal significant events
related to the user activities. For example the fridge communicates to
the system when a special medicine box is open by the user. Drawers
and kitchen cabinets can be automatically locked if the system detects
the presence of children or unauthorized people in the room.

• multimedia management system: it is composed of a SmartTV adapter
and an e-Learning platform. The first turns any TV into a device able
to play multimedia contents, while the second is used to help users by
training.

Central to the project are the concepts of compatibility and interoperability
of heterogeneous devices, coming from different vendors / manufacturers and
thus using different technologies and protocols. The interoperability is achieved
by representing each device as a software module called Smart Object (SO)
which is devoted to represent its functionalities and capabilities. This way, we
can consider each SO as a service able to transmit information over HTTP to
the Domotic Integration Platform. Such a platform is constituted by:

• hardware part which is a centralized gateway that allows physical and
functional integration amongst the different electronic devices involved
in the project.

• software part which implements the reference model used to formalize
the data model adopted for the Smart Objects description. Each SO is
described through specific XML descriptors that define its functionalities,
interfaces and gathered measurements.
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2.5.1 Development of a cockpit for monitoring home

temperature

Figure 2.6: HicMO: prototype of the cockpit for monitoring room temperature

In this scenario the user is interested in a cockpit through which she can moni-
tor temperature in different rooms of the house. Let us suppose that a further
specification refers to a sampling frequency greater than 10 times per minute.
At first the developer selects from Domain Object class the corresponding in-
stance and retrieves the related measure, i.e. temp_room. Let us suppose that
for the HicMO project the following environmental sensors for measuring room
temperature are defined in the ontology:

• s1 (unit of measure: C◦, frequency: 20/minute);

• s2 (unit of measure: C◦, frequency: 6/minute);
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• s3 (unit of measure: C◦, frequency: 12/minute);

• s4 (unit of measure: F◦, frequency: 15/minute)

Within the set of sensors only s1, s3 and s4 satisfy the non-functional re-
quirement related to the working frequency. However, they yield as output a
value in different units of measurement, namely Celsius degrees for s1 and s3,
and Fahreneheit for s4. Apart from that, s1 is also a barometer to measure air
pressure, while s4 embeds also an hygrometer capable to measure the moisture
content of the air. The developer thus decides to include also these values in
the cockpit to enrich the information provided to the user, as in Figure 2.6
where the prototype used in the project is shown.

2.5.2 On-demand redesign of AAL functionalities

In this scenario let us assume a developer is asked to redesign the set of func-
tionalities already offered by a domotic system in the HicMO project according
to a new goal. By following the decomposition of such goals, eventually a set
of tasks to fulfill is retrieved. From them, the set of requested domain objects
and consequently the related measured Mr are defined. Let us define the set of
sensors already available by S. By execution of predicate senToMea(S,M), in-
troduced in subsection 2.4.1, the set M of measures provided by S is retrieved.
At this point, if the new requested measures are included in M (i.e., Mr ⊂ M),
it means that they are already available. In this case the developer can just
take into account the implemented system and reuse or relocate the sensors
according to the new specifications. On the contrary, if Mr 6⊂ M it means that
there are some requested measures in Mr that are neither available nor can be
computed from those available. Let us then call such a set M

′

r = Mr \(M ∩Mr).
In order to find the (minimal) set of sensors needed to compute M

′

r it is
possible to refer to the previously discussed predicate meaToSen.

To make an example, let us suppose to have the three sensors in three differ-
ent rooms, that are focused on measuring B. Each sensor is actually capable
to detect a larger set of measures as follows:

• sensor s1 in room 1 measures A and B

• sensor s2 in room 2 measures B and C

• sensor s3 in room 3 measures B,C and D

The changes in the environment are such that now also measure Z must be
added to the required measures set, i.e. Mr = {B, Z}. Such new measure is not
directly provided by anyone. However, by knowing that Z = B +C, the system
can derive that s1 and s2 are enough to calculate Z from its operands. As for
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s1, instead, C is missing and hence Z cannot be computed. Note that being
in different rooms, in general, the evaluation has to be made for each room
separately: hence, we can note combine B provided by s1 with C provided by
s2 or s3. As a consequence, a new sensor must be added to calculate Z also
in the room 1. According to the described functionalities, the system suggests
the designer with two possibilities, either measuring C or directly measuring
Z, and provides as output all sensors that are capable to measure one of the
two (that are also compatible with other sensors and with the room at hand,
and satisfying other possible constraints, like costs, vendors, I/O format).

2.5.3 Goal-driven requirement for development

In a more general situation, the automated home is developed in a goal-driven
fashion, starting from high-level goals that are then decomposed in subgoals
and eventually in tasks. The classification of abstract goals is done according to
the severity of the corresponding situation to be managed, i.e. red, yellow and
green codes. Once the tasks have been identified, the corresponding domain
objects are retrieved. Such objects can be measured, in general, by several
alternative measures, each of which can be provided by different sensors. For
such a reason, the predicate taskToSen is called. To make an example, let us
assume that a designer is asked to recognize environmental threats within a red
code scenario. In particular let us focus on the detection of fire, that can be
simply fulfilled by detecting the presence of flames in the house, as depicted in
Figure 2.1. Other tasks can contribute as well, i.e. the detection of an overly
high temperature in the room is frequently an evidence of the presence of fire.
Finally, also the recognition of smoke (which is a subgoal) can help, and this
last is achieved through detection of high level of CO2 or low transparency of
the air.

After having identified the set of tasks, each of which will contribute differ-
ently for the goal at hand, a set of corresponding domain objects can be found
via SPARQL queries, namely Flames, RoomTemperature, Smoke, LevelOfCO2
and AirTransparency. For each of them, a query allows to retrieve the set of
related measures, e.g., RoomTemperatureV alue for room temperature. Mea-
sures can then be reduced through the execution of indToMea predicate, in
order to find the minimal set actually needed to satisfy the requirements.
Finally, the corresponding sensors are found. In case further non-functional
requirements should hold, for instance related to the maximum budget at dis-
posal, or to technical specification of sensors, they can be used to filter the
results, or to rank them according to some quantitative criteria.
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2.6 Related Work

This section is devoted to discuss about the most relevant contributions related
to this work that can be found in the Literature. They range from AAL plat-
forms to sensor networks ontologies and methodologies for goal modeling. In
fact, during the last years, much effort has been put in the definition of knowl-
edge models in order to represent relevant concepts in the field of Ambient
Assisted Living (AAL), for a variety of support tasks ranging from integration
of heterogeneous devices to monitoring/analysis of sensor networks.

2.6.1 Ambient Assisted Living platforms

In the last decade, much energy have been spent by the research community
in order to provide novel and cost-effective solutions in the area of Ambient
Assisted Living.

It is in the year 2007, when J. Nehmer supported by his research team.
[71] introduces an integrated system concept in the Living Automation field.
Their system is principally targeted to support elderly people and persons with
physical impairment in their own homes. Their approach relies on Ambient
Intelligence (AmI) techniques, in particular they introduce a classification of
the needed services according to their degree of relevance. The home assistance
services are classified in three major categories, in fact the researchers propose
the adoption of emergency treatment services, autonomy enhancement services
and comfort services.

A further interesting approach is related to the SOPRANO project [72, 73]
introduced by Klein et al. in 2008. Their solution, similarly to the previous
one, is focused on providing assistance and support to elderly people, allowing
them to live safely and independently within an familiar environment. Such
a task is fulfilled thanks to the adoption of smart devices. In particular, the
core part of their system, is represented by an Ambient Middleware (SAM)
which receives inputs from sensors and user’s command to drive the electronic
devices which the smart environment is equipped with. The authors introduce
an approach relying on the definition of an ontology aimed to make the whole
system scalable and reliable. The ontology is structured in low and high level
ontologies. The lowest level define a vocabulary for the semantic description
of services and the state of all supported electronic devices. The high level
ontology provides a vocabulary which is devoted on describing the surrounding
environment. Another notable approach is presented in [74]. In this work
the researchers address the problem of the behavior recognition of a patient
affected by Alzheimer during her daily life. This is done in order to give
her proper and needed assistence. The authors introduce a formal activity
recognition framework that relies on description logic and possibilistic theory
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like Markovian models and Bayesian networks. In the healthcare field, another
interesting work is presented by Tamura et al. [75]. They propose a smart
house designed with the aim of monitoring physiological parameters and vital
signs of patients. The Takaoka Techno House is a real smart space equipped
with several systems capable to acquire data. There are monitoring systems
installed, for instance Electrocardiogram (ECG) measurements are monitored
in the bed and the bathtub and body weight is measured on the toilet. The
ECG recording from the bed. ECGs are taken during sleep via conductive
textiles located in the pillow. Data collected from each monitoring system is
stored on the hard drive of a computer within the home. The researchers state
that more efficient techniques are needed in order to identify and distinguish
inhabitants from each other.

2.6.2 Goal modeling

Nowaday, the concept of goal is normally employed in different domains within
the computer science field. Recently the researchers introduced a wide variety
of interesting approaches related to the goal modeling field, with particular
attention to the field of Requirements Engineering field. In this survey [76]
the authors highlight how these techniques allow to representation of stake-
holder needs and their specification in terms of relationships to other goals or
tasks. These relations, on the base of the chosen language, may either be tra-
ditional AND/OR decompositions or more qualitative and partial relations of
contribution or dependency.

Amongst various methodologies aimed at modeling goals, KAOS (Knowl-
edge Acquisition on autOmated Specification [77]) introduces a formal goal
framework which include AND and OR decompositions between goals describ-
ing desired states over entities, achieved by actions assigned to agents. KAOS
is composed by three main components: (i) a conceptual model for acquiring
requirements models; (ii) a set of strategies which are aimed at elaborating
requirements models within the presented framework; (iii) an automated assis-
tant representing a reliable support during the acquisition process.

The Annotated Goal-Oriented Requirements Analysis (AGORA) [78] frame-
work is aimed at dealing with goal priorities and methods for solving goal
conflicts. Furthermore it provides a way to the selection of alternatives and
the measurement of the models’ quality. In addition, AGORA is also able to
fix possible conflicts amongst different goals and to analyze the impact of re-
quirements changes. The NFR (Non-Functional Requirement) modeling [79]
is an approach, introduced by Mylopoulos et al., which is focused to repre-
sent human intentions in technical systems. The framework takes advantage
of concepts like goals, softgoals, AND and OR decompositions and contribu-
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tion links, representing potentially partial negative and positive contributions
to and from such goals. We conclude this section discussing another relevant
approach, the i* Framework [52]. It exploits notations of the NFR Framework,
that has been mentioned before. The i* Framework has been incorporated into
the Tropos Framework [80], where models are acquired as instances of a con-
ceptual metamodel relying on a set of interdependent actors having their own
specific interests, namely goals, which are then analyzed iteratively in order to
identify the more specific sub-goals needed for satisfying upper-level goals.

2.6.3 Sensor ontologies

Much work has been done, in the domain of sensor network ontologies. This
Section is aimed at reviewing contributions in the Literature that are the most
representative to our scenario. SOUPA [81] is an ontology developed with
the purpose of modelling and supporting pervasive computing applications.
This ontology is expressed trough the OWL language and comprises modular
components devoted to represent component vocabularies. These last elements
represent intelligent agents with associated places, persons and intentions aimed
to support applications in the field of pervasive and ubiquitous computing
within a smart environment. The researchers introduce a model which relies
on a context broker architecture (CoBrA) where computer entities share the
context knowledge exploiting the SOUPA ontologies.

Sommaruga et al., introduce the DomoML ontology [82] whose purpose is
defining a standard language which allows the integration of products and
services put on the market by different manufacturers and vendors. Authors
propose an ontology capable of characterizing a smart home. The starting
point is an extension of the former EHS Taxonomy designed by the European
Home System consortium. In DomoML there is an higher level of detail in the
representation of the electronic devices used in the smart environment.

Other relevant progresses are due to the work of Corno et al.[61]. In fact the
authors developed the DogOnt ontology, which is properly designed to extend
and improve the DomoML functionalities. An important difference is that
every object is classified on the base to its controllability. Since that, focusing
on such an approach, the ontology defines for each controllable device a state
and one or more functionalities / capabilities.

A significant contribution in the field of sensor networks field is given by
the W3C Semantic Sensor Networks Incubator group. In their work [63], they
focus on the relevance of semantic technologies in order to deal with data
coming from a huge number of heterogeneous electronic decvices. Their OWL
ontology enables the representation of sensors, sensor observations, methods
used for sensing and the knowledge of the surrounding context.
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There are also some ontologies that, in order to be more scalable, have been
designed with a layered architecture. In [83] a layered OWL ontology which
is named CONON (CONtext ONtology) is introduced. Its upper layer defines
general features characterizing the context and is based on the description
of general objects and concepts. Furthermore, lowest layers are devoted to
describe more specific domains. The authors also introduce a reasoning frame-
work aimed to check the consistency of the context information.

Zhang et al. [84] present a five layered model named Context Stack. Their
ontology is principally aimed at describing context-aware systems. In this case,
the lowest layer are devoted to collect raw data from sensors, whereas the upper
levels are aimed at creating a basis of the context model which guarantees
interoperability and integration amongst different and heterogeneous sensors.
An additional contribution of the authors is represented by the definition of
a Web Based Context Model Ontology that is aimed to support reasoning
processes and semantic context sharing.

Another ontology aimed at describing smart objects are presented in the work
presented by Meroni et al. [85]. Similarly to this work their ontology is built
focusing on the reuse principle. In fact they extend the FIESTA-IoT ontology
[86], which is based on the W3C SSN ontology [63], M3-Lite [87] and Q4 9.
The extension of the FIESTA-IoT ontology includes new concepts like smart
object which is not clearly defined in other mentioned ontologies. However a
difference with this work, is that in their approach they don’t have defined a
reasoning framework able to deal with smart object measures.

2.6.4 Formalization of measures

At the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work in the AAL field on
the exploitation of formal reasoning on structure of mathematical formulas.
Measure modeling and analysis have been however widely studied in the field
of Performance Management in enterprises, for monitoring of business activity,
and from a technical perspective in Data Warehouse management, where they
are sometimes called indicators.

Within this last field, indicators are usually defined in a multidimensional
context, as the corresponding measures are evaluated along multiple dimen-
sions. However, only few proposals attemps to explicitly take into account some
notion of formula (e.g., [88, 89, 90]), and almost always formula representation
does not rely on logic-based languages, and hence no inference mechanism and
formula manipulation is enabled. For instance, the Metric Ontology [91] is
devoted to define metrics together with computation expressions expressed in
Operational Conceptual Modelling Language (OCML), that cannot however be

9http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/qu/qu
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formally manipulated.
Formal models are introduced in [92], where authors introduce a goal-oriented

meta-modeling framework where goals are defined by means of organizational
performance indicators, both represented by referring to a logical language.
The approach provides means to evaluate the consistency of goal structures
both when designing a new organization and for the specification of an ex-
isting organization, also enabling reuse, exchange and alignment of knowledge
and activities between organizations like in supply chains. Some predicates ex-
pressing relations between performance indicators are defined on an axiomatic
basis, however no compositional semantics is represented in this way.

Finally, another approach similar to the one followed in this work is [93],
where the Goal-oriented Requirement Language is enriched with the concept
of indicators. An algorithm uses values of the source indicators as inputs for the
formula and calculates the target value. The work is concerned with languages
and methods for specific requirements elicitation and does not deal with gen-
eral reference models and formula representation does not rely on logic-based
languages, hence reasoning is based on ad-hoc modules for direct formula eval-
uation.

2.7 Evaluation and discussion

The GoAAL ontology describes goals, tasks, objects, measures and sensors re-
lated to an Ambient Assisted Living scenario. For what concerns the evaluation
of the ontology, it can be done from both the point of view of the capability to
describe the domain at hand, and according to an applicative perspective, with
respect to the goals it is aimed at. As regards the definition of goals we refers
to the ontology that has been developed within the Requirement Engineering
community following the i* model [60], while no other work is available in the
Literature, at the best of our knowledge.

According to the quality criteria that are taken into account in the ontol-
ogy engineering methodology, we can discuss the most interesting elements of
GoAAL. The choice to reuse terms from external ontologies allows to mini-
mize the ontological commitment, avoiding to define non-essential terms and
de-facto making the ontology a wide, modular and integrated knowledge base.
The methodology that has been followed, then, guarantees the satisfaction of
both clarity and minimization of encoding bias, because of the clear separation
between the conceptual representation, with definitions in natural languages,
and the translation in a logic language. As regards coherence, the ontology has
been checked through Pellet in order to verify the lack of logic inconsistencies.
Finally, this ontology can be extended by means of other ontological modules
that could be defined in future, as needed, to enhance even more the expressive
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capabilities of the platform.
For what concerns the applicative perspective, the most computationally

complex functionality is related to the execution of advanced Prolog predi-
cates. The core of such functions have been already evaluated in a previous
work of ours [62], even if in a different domain (monitoring of KPIs in Virtual
Enterprises). Experiments were aimed to evaluate efficiency and effectiveness
of the basic predicates for formula manipulation and also the more complex
indToMea and meaToInd functions. Given that the new functionalities shown
here are given by the composition of such functionalities, we refer the interested
reader to the analysis available in the work.
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Chapter 3

Mining AAL: discovering users’

behaviors

3.1 Introduction

In recent years, much effort was put in the design and development of smart

environments, that are aimed at improving the life quality of people, providing
users with advanced services supporting them during their daily activities [94].
This term, sometimes related to the pervasive/ubiquitous computing paradigm
[95], refers to an environment equipped with a number sensors and actuators of
different types, including monitoring sensors, RFID tags, power-line controllers,
for a variety of different applications ranging from health monitoring to security,
light management and energy saving. As such, sensor data represent the log
of the activities performed by a user and, in turn, each task fulfilled by a user
in the environment can be considered as a sequence of activities. For instance,
when a user performs a cooking task in a house, she moves towards the light
switch to turn it on, opens the fridge and after a while also switches on the oven
to warm the food, and so on until the user leaves the kitchen. Each of these
activities triggers several sensors (e.g. doors, motion sensors) and a sensor
activation sequence can be seen as the execution, or a trace, of an (implicit)
process.

The set of sensors activations (hereafter we refer to each activation as a micro

activity) may be useful to recognize actual performed activities and, more in
general, to derive typical patterns or processes capable to describe the user
behavior in performing some task, or macro activity, such as cooking.

Analysing these data and deriving a workflow/process model from them is
hence helpful not only to gain a better insight on how a certain task is per-
formed, but also to support novel smart services. Among them, for instance,
adaptive environments capable to align parameters to the specific behavior of
users. These models can also be used to support the identification of anoma-
lous behaviors, that are not aligned with the model generated from sensor data
related to past process instances. According to the specific environment, their
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recognition can be indeed useful to react more quickly to emergencies due to
accidents or health issues in a house or a factory, or possible threats in a public
area.

Due to the huge amount of data that can be potentially generated, such
analyses must be however supported by techniques capable to provide a sum-
marization of event logs monitored by sensors.

In order to introduce the proposed methodology we are giving in the following
some basic definitions of process and Process Mining.

There is not exist a single, unique definition of process, however an intuitive
way to introduce such a concept, is considering a process as a sequence of
activities executed in a specific order (it is assumed that there is information
about the order in which the events of a case are executed) with the aim to fulfill
a given goal. Processes play a significant role in industries, organizations and
also in people’s daily life. We can refer as example to management of packages
in a delivery company, an assembly line in whatever industry or just easily doing
some shopping at the market. These activities can be all seen as processes.
Process Mining can be considered as a multi-field discipline which sits among
machine learning, data mining, and process modeling. The main idea behind
process mining is to discover, monitor and also optimize real processes taking
advantage of knowledge which comes from event logs available in modern IT
architectures [96]. An Event log is an unbiased footprint which represents the
process itself. Each process mining technique, ranging from the discovery to
the model optimization, relies on event logs.

Process mining techniques are usually classified into three major classes ac-
cording to their purpose:

• discovery: these technique takes an event log, namely a collection of
traces, as input in order to give as output a model just taking into account
the knowledge extracted from the log. Discovery is the oldest process
mining branch, and it is the one with the widest variety of proposed
approaches. As event logs grow, process mining algorithms must improve
in order to be more efficient scalable. Some of the most known discovery
algorithms are: alpha-algorithm [97] which is based on detecting relations
among activities of the log, infrequent Inductive Miner [98] or Genet [99]
and ILP Miner [100] that are based on the theory of regions, and several
other approaches.

• conformance: in contrast to discovery techniques, conformance needs two
distinct inputs: an event log and a model. Conformance techniques are
devoted to check if the behavior modeled represents with precision and
accuracy the behavior represented in the log. There are many kind of
conformance techniques, see [101] for more information about them.
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• enhancement: such class of techniques, like conformance, considers both
an event log and a model as inputs. By the way, enhancement techniques
have the purpose of improving the a-priori model with information con-
tained within the log. This improvement could be done by means of
repairing the model to better conform the observed behavior [102]. An-
other option is to extend the model with additional information.

In the Literature, Process Discovery techniques and algorithms have been
used to derive a process model representing a set of given traces, to discover
behavior models that represent the “standard” behavior of the monitored user
in the form of a process model, where activities are tasks or macro-activities,
e.g. cooking, reading, watching TV for a smart home. This type of models
can be effectively used to get a better understanding of how a user behaves
in a given environment. On the other hand, a much less studied yet related
task is the discovery of a macro activity model from event logs, i.e. a process
model representing the flow of sensors activations when a given macro activity
is performed. This kind of models serves a similar purpose, but at different
level of granularity. In particular, the characterization of a macro activity in
this way can be more effective to understand more deeply how a given activity
is inherently performed.

With such an aim, we propose a methodology for user behavior analysis
that exploits Process Discovery techniques to derive both micro and macro
activity models from sensor activation logs in a smart environment. Unlike
other work in the Literature, the purpose of this approach is therefore not to
generate a predictive model to foresee future states of the process, but to derive
descriptive models capable to represent user behavior. The followed approach
includes these steps:

• event logs generated by sensor data are characterized in terms of macro
activities, annotated by the user, and micro activities;

• logs are preprocessed in order to remove noise and make them compliant
with the adopted techniques;

• Process Mining techniques, specifically infrequent inductive mining, are
applied over the event logs to derive process models for both micro and
macro activity flows.

The main contribution of this research consists in the adoption of Process
Mining techniques to represent daily living activities (i.e., macro activities) as a
process where each activity is a sensor activation (i.e., micro activities). While
the application of Process Mining to derive an activity models is reported by
some work in the Literature, to the best of our knowledge this is the first work
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to propose the derivation of a model for macro activities from logs related to
sensor activation. By helping to better and more deeply understand the intrin-
sic workflows behind a given macro activity, e.g. having a shower, in terms of
activated sensors, this can provide useful insights to recognize trends and/or
deviances from the model. As a further contribution, in order to assess the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach, we include an experimentation conducted
on a real-world case study from the CASAS project of the Washington State
University, specifically dealing with ambient assisted environments. In partic-
ular, in the project the behavior of a user and her pet have been monitored for
almost two months through multiple sensors deployed in a smart home. The
retrieved data have been used in this work as a basis in the application of the
approach for the generation of micro and macro activity models.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Next Section is devoted to
introduce the case study, while in Section 3.3 we provide some preliminaries
on Process Discovery and conformance check. Section 3.4 includes a detailed
description of the proposed methodology and presents experimental results.
Relevant related work are discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, Section ?? draws
some conclusions and presents possible future works.
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3.2 Case Study

This section is devoted to describe a case study that we will use as example
for referring to within the whole chapter. In particular, we will refer to the
Milan dataset, which is part of data collected by the CASAS project of the
Washington State University1. The selected dataset describes the behavior of
a user that live with her pet for 58 days in a house, which has been conveniently
equipped with some different types of sensors (Figure 3.1 shows the map of the
house and sensors positioning), as follows:

• Motion sensors, based on infrared technology, they track the user mov-
ing in the various rooms of the house. These sensors should be placed at
least one per room, in order to understand the user movements during
her daily life activities. In Figure 3.1, these sensors are denoted with
the prefix M followed by an identifying number (e.g., M002); The motion
sensors used in such experiments were of two different kind of typology:
spot sensors and wide range sensors. Spot sensors are able to detect mo-
tion within a small area and are denoted in the map with a small red
circle (e.g. M004 or M005). Wide range sensors are able, in contrast
to the previous type, to detect a motion within bigger areas which are
highlighted as red shaded zones (e.g. M024 or M027). Motion sensors
check the presence of movements at a predefined frequency: if no move-
ments are recognized within the detection range no events are recorded,
while if a movement is detected it triggers to ON; in the last case at
next sampling time the sensors returns OFF if no other movements are
detected. This behaviour can produce noise when either the user stops
within the detection area or she moves very fast (see Section 3.4.1 for a
more detailed discussion).

• Open/close sensors that are able to detect the status of a door. They
are installed on the external doors of the house, allowing us to know
when someone is leaving or coming back home. These kinds of sensors
are denoted with the letter D (e.g., D003);

• Environmental sensors. the house is also equipped with some temper-
ature sensors, which are represented with the prefix T (e.g., T002).

1http://ailab.wsu.edu/casas/datasets.html
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Figure 3.1: The map of the Milan dataset house with marked the installed
sensors in the various rooms.

Sensors have collected data about the daily activities performed by the user,
in the form of an event log, where each event represents a measurement by a
sensor and is described by the record 〈timestamp, sensor, value〉:

• timestamp, which identifies when an event is recorded. It is the date and
time when the sensor is triggered due to a user’s action;

• sensor : it is the unique identifier of the sensor. We can see on the
picture the sensors labeled with a letter, representing the type of the
sensor, followed by a numeric sequence.

• value, which is the value measured by the sensor; For example it can be
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an ON/OFF state, a temperature value or an OPEN/CLOSE state of a
door.

Noteworthy that, beside the pet, sometimes guests come to visit the main
user. Since the guest and the pet interact with the surrounding environment,
triggering home sensors, they represent a real source of noise of the case study.

During the project, the user has been asked to annotate the activity she has
been performing, e.g. reading, watching TV, taking medicines and so on. Each
of these activity, from now on called macro activity, could be represented as
a sequence of low level activities that can be measured by sensors (i.e., micro

activities). For instance, when cooking, the user moves towards the kitchen
light switch to turn it on, moves to fridge and after a while also switches on the
oven to warm the food, and so on until the user leaves the kitchen. The user
must manually specify when she starts and ends the performed macro activity,
i.e., the macro activity cooking starts with the user entering the kitchen and
ends when she leaves the room. Each of activities in the previous example
triggers a big amount of sensors, namely micro activities. Noteworthy that
some macro activities could be performed in parallel, e.g., taking medicines
while watching TV. In this case, we have that a macro activity begins before
the end of the previous one. From a preliminary analysis of data, it seems that
macro activities are stored in strict sequence; except rare cases that represent
parallel activities or are due to annotation errors. We will discuss this point in
Section 3.4.1.

The macro activities performed by the user and that are in the dataset are
the following: Bed To Toilet, Chores, Desk Activity, Sleep, Read, Dining

Room Activity, Morning Meds, Evening Meds, Meditate, Guest Bathroom,
Kitchen Activity, Leave Home, Master Bathroom, Watch TV and Master

Bedroom Activity. Figure 3.2 describes an excerpt of the dataset. The dataset
is characterized by non-uniform daily distribution of macro activities, as is
shown in Figure 3.3. In fact, the average number of macro activities performed
by the user in a day is around 41 with a standard deviation of 13.7.

3.3 Preliminaries

We introduce here some basic notation that will be used in the following. Let
us denote by A the set of activities and by R the set of resources (e.g., actors).
In this work we refer to a quite general notion of process, defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Process, process instance) A process consists of a flow of ac-

tivities that are performed by some resource to reach a certain goal. We define

a process instance every single execution of a process.
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timestamp sensor value macro activity

... ... ... ...
2009-10-16 08:45:38.000076 M016 ON Kitchen_Activity begin
2009-10-16 08:45:39.000094 M003 ON NULL
2009-10-16 08:45:40.000041 M015 ON NULL
2009-10-16 08:45:40.000090 M023 ON NULL
2009-10-16 08:45:41.000000 M011 OFF NULL

... ... ... ...
2009-10-16 08:58:52.000004 M016 ON Kitchen_Activity end
2009-10-16 08:58:52.000053 M023 OFF NULL
2009-10-16 08:58:54.000040 M011 ON NULL

... ... ... ...
2009-10-16 08:59:02.000054 M019 ON Chores begin
2009-10-16 08:59:04.000072 M019 OFF NULL

... ... ... ...
2009-10-16 09:14:47.000090 M006 ON Chores end

... ... ... ...

Figure 3.2: An excerpt of the input dataset. The record
〈timestamp, sensor, value〉 is automatically gathered by sen-
sors; the feature macro activity is manually added.

Figure 3.3: Daily distribution of macro activities.

In order to formally characterize a process instance, we provide in the fol-
lowing the notion of event, trace and event log. We refer to a simple notion of
event, which can be however extended with further properties.

Definition 2 (Event) An event σ is a tuple 〈a, r, t〉, where a ∈ A is an activity

performed by a resource r ∈ R at a certain timestamp t.

For instance, the tuple 〈 Kitchen_Activity begin, Ada,’2009-10-06 08:45:38.000076’〉,
with Kitchen_Activity begin∈ A and Ada ∈ R, represents a valid event.

An event log is the dataset recording all past executions (i.e., instances) of
a process. Each instance can include parallel execution of activities. However,
event logs store only the trace of a process instance, i.e., the sequence of the
activities stored according to their temporal order of occurrence.

Definition 3 (Trace, event log) A trace for a certain process instance is a finite

sequence of events l = {σ1 . . . , σn}, where ∀σi, σi+1, ti < ti+1. An event log L
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activity resource timestamp
σ1 a r1 2017-11-10 10:24:43
σ2 b r1 2017-11-10 10:57:19
σ3 c r1 2017-11-10 11:09:32
σ4 e r1 2017-11-10 12:23:54
σ5 a r2 2017-11-10 8:15:23
σ6 d r2 2017-11-10 8:26:08
σ7 e r2 2017-11-10 8:54:34
σ8 a r1 2017-11-11 9:30:15
σ9 c r1 2017-11-11 10:02:08
σ10 b r1 2017-11-11 10:43:27
σ11 e r1 2017-11-11 11:31:35

is a collection of traces, where each event in a trace is unique, i.e. ∀σi, σj ∈

L, i 6= j → σi 6= σj.

To make an example, let us suppose a process related to the morning ac-
tivities performed in a house, with a set of activities A = {a, b, c, d, e} and a
set of resources (i.e., people living in the house) R = {r1, r2}. Let us consider
the following traces which include the sequence of events as recorded by the
sensors: l1 = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4}, l2 = {σ5, σ6, σ7} and l3 = {σ8, σ9, σ10, σ11} where
each event σi is defined as in Table 3.3.

From such an event log it is possible to recognize that every instance of
process (as recorded by a corresponding trace), starts with activity a and ends
with activity e. The sequence of activities between those two points seems to
differ from trace to trace, although some regularities can be spotted e.g., c and
b always appear together. In general, real-world event logs include thousands
of single events and a manual analysis is not feasible. For such a reason, a
much better way to look through the possible process flows is a process model.

Processes are frequently represented through models representing the control-
flow of the performed activities, that is their ordering relation. Among the
several formalisms to represent process models, in this paper we refer to Petri
nets.

Definition 4 (Petri net) A Petri net is a tuple 〈P, T, F 〉, where P is the set of

places, T the set of transitions such that P ∩U = ∅, and F : (P ×T )∪(T ×P ) the

flow relation. A firing sequence for a Petri net N is a sequence of transitions.

If a process model is not available for the process at hand, Process Mining
techniques can be applied to derive a model from the event log. In Figure
3.4, we show the schema for the morning activity process, represented through
a Petri net. Please note that circles represent places, while transition are
represented as boxes. In particular, white boxes corresponds to events in the
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Figure 3.4: Petri net for the example.

log, while black boxes are invisible transitions, which do not correspond to any
specific event but are needed to obtain a sound net.

Among the most common parameters used to evaluate the quality of the
discovered process model, a relevant one is the fitness. It evaluates the ability
of the model to replay traces within the log. A fitness value close to 1 means
that each trace in the log can be associated with an execution path specified
by the process model, while lower values are typical of models that are not able
to represent some traces or pieces of them. This parameter is a key aspect in
the model quality evaluation since an unfitting model is not able to represent
all the recorded events. In order to compute the fitness, conformance checking
algorithms [103] are employed to compare the log with the resulting discovered
model.

Definition 5 (Conformance checking) Given a Petri net N and an event log

L, conformance checking techniques verifies whether N fits L. N perfectly fits

the net N iif each trace l = {σ1, . . . , σn} ∈ L can be replayed on the model, i.e.

l is a firing sequence for N .

3.4 Methodology

The previous introduced definition allow us to consider daily macro activities
performed by a person at home as the execution of a process, whose model
describes the behavior of the user at home (or daily behavior model). The
sequence of sensors triggered during the execution of a macro activity can
be viewed as the execution of a process as well: the related process model
represents the model of the macro activity in terms of micro activities, namely
macro activity model. For these reasons, in this work we exploit Process Mining
techniques to obtain both the daily behavior model and macro activities models.
To this end, in the next subsection we discuss preprocessing operations, which
are needed to handle possible user’s annotation errors and to properly set up
the data for applying specific Process Mining techniques, which are explained
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As concerns micro activity, the input dataset has been divided into several
parts; producing a micro activity event log for each macro activity. The struc-
ture of each micro activity event log is similar to the one reported in Figure 3.2,
where the macro activity field has been deleted and an identifier representing
the different instances (i.e. traces) of the macro activity has been added. With
the aim to minimize noise only motion sensors have been considered, in fact
temperature and door sensors have been excluded from the log.

Each motion sensor can record an ON or OFF event. The former means that
a movement is detected within the sensor’s range, while the latter means that
after an ON event no further movements have been detected. This behaviour
can produce noise when either the user stops within the detection area or she
moves very fast. In the first case, the sensor stores an OFF value in the event
log, but the user is still in the detection area. As the user starts moving again,
the sensor will detect another ON event followed by an OFF event, and so on
until the user leaves the area (see Figure 3.8). This produces in the event log a
sequence of ON and OFF values of the same sensor. In the second case, if the
sampling rate is set quite slow, the user could leave the detection area before
the OFF event is stored. Hence, in the event log there could be the activation
of a new sensor before the OFF of the previous one. In order to reduce noise,
we removed the OFF events from each micro activity event log. Furthermore,
information conveyed by OFF events is related to the time when the user ends
a micro activity, hence it is not relevant for the goal to detect the process model
of activity performed by the user.

Figure 3.8: IR motion sensors.

In order to have unique start and end points for any instance of the process,
for each trace of all event logs, artificial events corresponding to “START” and
“END” activities have been added as first and last event respectively. This
widespread practice is aimed at improving the soundness of Petri net resulting
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by a Process Discovery algorithm [98]. This operation is particularly important
when analysing micro activity event logs. Indeed, it is noteworthy that different
traces in the same micro activity event log could have different activities in the
first and last position. This is due to: (a) different ways (i.e., process variants)
a macro activity is executed (e.g., Kitchen Activity could start triggering
the sensor closed to one of the two kitchen doors, i.e., M012 and M016), and
(2) the time shift between the sensor activation and the manual annotation of
macro activities.

3.4.2 Process Discovery

Amongst the various process mining techniques, in this section we will discuss
about process discovery algorithms which are aimed at the extraction of process
models starting from sensors’ event logs. In particular, among of the most
important discovery techniques there are: Alpha Miner [103], Fuzzy Miner
[104], Heuristic Miner [105], and infrequent Inductive Miner [98].

The Alpha Miner algorithm has been designed for discovering process models
starting from “clean” conditions, that is noiseless logs. It gives good results with
structured processes (known in Literature as lasagna-like processes), whereas
it fails in the discovery valid models for highly variable processes (known as
spaghetti-like processes) returning overgeneralizing “flower” models, which are
not useful knowledge as any behavior is represented (see [106]).

The dataset we are dealing with is characterized by a high standard deviation
value, as we can see from Figure 3.3. This fact suggests that we are dealing with
a log representing a highly variable process. Because of the previous motivation,
we might think to adopt the Fuzzy, Heuristic or infrequent Inductive Miner
algorithms.

The Fuzzy Miner algorithm filters and groups the most infrequent behaviors
providing as output a high level (i.e., abstract) representation of the extracted
model. The outcome of such an algorithm is a scheme involving just the most
relevant activities, displayed as single activities or aggregated in clusters, and
their precedence relations. Moreover we should notice that Fuzzy Miner is
not capable to represent split and join constructs. It means that the resulting
models do not have an executable semantics. The Heuristic Miner can be
thought as an extension of the Alpha Miner algorithm. The last one is able to
find all causal relations amongst activities within the log, whereas the Heuristic
Miner takes into account the frequency of relations and applies some heuristics
to determine relevant sequence and parallelism relations. Finally, infrequent
Inductive Miner returns a model by iteratively refining a process tree, where
each node represents either an activity of the process (leaf node), or an operator
(branch node). As for Heuristic, also this algorithm filters infrequent behaviors
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and the output can be represented by a Petri net. However, we like to note
that infrequent Inductive Miner guarantees to always return a sound model, i.e.
a model where all process steps can be executed and the final marking of the
Petri net is always reachable. Depending on the previous considerations, we
have decided for the adoption the infrequent Inductive Miner Algorithm [98].
The filtering level of the infrequent Inductive Miner depends on a user-defined
threshold, which ranges from 0 to 1; the value of 0 indicates that the infrequent
paths are not filtered at all. Depending on the previous considerations, we have
decided for the adoption of the infrequent Inductive Miner algorithm [98]. In
particular the experiments (see Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4) have been performed
using the algorithm’s implementation provided within ProM Tools2, a well-
known framework which implements several process mining algorithms through
a modular plugin system.

Next subsections present experiments performed to extract the daily behavior
model and the macro activity models respectively.

Amongst the most common parameters used to evaluate the quality of the
discovered model, a relevant one is the fitness. It evaluates the ability of the
model to replay traces within the log. A fitness value closed to 1 means that
each trace in the log can be associated with an execution path specified by
the process model, lower values represent a model that is not able to represent
some traces or pieces of them. This parameter represent a key aspect in the
model quality evaluation since an unfitting model is not able to represent all
the recorded events. In order to compute the fitness, conformance checking
algorithms [103] are employed to compare the log with the resulting discovered
model.

3.4.3 Daily Behavior Model

In this Section we present results of experiments aimed at discovering the daily
behavior model of the user living at home. To this end, the infrequent Inductive
Miner [98] algorithm has been used to elaborate upon the macro activity event

log.

In Figure 3.9 we can see the fitness trend obtained by setting different val-
ues of the threshold parameter. Low threshold values correspond to a model
characterized by the fact that almost all causal relations are considered.

2http://www.promtools.org
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Figure 3.9: The fitness obtained by using the infrequent Inductive Miner with
different values of the threshold parameter.

In such a case, we obtain a model with high fitness value but characterized
by a big amount of transitions, places and arcs, hence a model that might
be complex to interpret. On the other hand, high threshold values lead to a
very simple, quite trivial, model which does not bring any contribution to the
knowledge. During the experiments, it has been found that a good compromise
can be obtained setting up the threshold value to 0.20. By using this setting, in
fact, the fitness of the discovered model is 91.4% and the model is quite simple
(see Figure 3.103).

3A high-resolution version is available at http://kdmg.dii.univpm.it/?q=content/daily-
behavior-model
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In order to give an example, Figure 3.11 focuses on the first part of the
model, which corresponds to the way in which the monitored user begins her
typical day. From that excerpt, we can notice that sometimes during the night
the user stops her sleeping for going to the toilet, and then comes back in
the bedroom for sleeping again. We see also that after waking up the user
usually takes her morning medicines. Then several scenarios are possible, which
allow us to derive useful insights. For instance, Kitchen Activity and Master

Bathroom usually are not in sequence, while Master Bedroom Activity and
Dining Room Activity usually occur after Meditate and/or Chores.

Figure 3.11: An excerpt of the Daily Behavior process model.

3.4.4 Macro Activity Model

This Section is devoted to present results of experiments aimed at discover-
ing macro activity models. As we have explained we remember that macro
activities represent the flow of micro activities (i.e., sensors) triggered when a
macro activity is performed. Without loss of generality, we focus on some of
relevant macro activities. For each of these macro activities, Table 3.2 show
some statics of related micro activity event logs, namely the number of traces
per log and the average number of events per trace.

From the Table, it turns out that each trace is characterized by several events,
namely triggered sensors. In order to reduce the complexity of the problem and
the noise caused by infrequent sequence of sensors’ activations (mainly due to
the pet and guests that sometimes visit the main user), for each macro activity
we only consider most frequently triggered motion sensors. In particular, for
each micro activity event log, we keep only those sensors whose occurrence
frequency is greater or equal than 2% of the corresponding event log. Table 3.4
shows these sensors and related frequencies. After this filtering operations, we
obtain a set of reduced logs for the considered macro activities. These logs have
been used to extract macro activity models adopting the infrequent Inductive
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activity number of traces avg events per trace
Watch TV 114 207.79
Kitchen Activity 554 232.75
Read 314 160.13
Desk Activity 54 141.26
Meditate 17 77.35
Master Bathroom 306 49.25
Master Bedroom Activity 117 233.65
Guest Bathroom 330 32.12

Table 3.2: Number of traces and average number of events per trace in micro
activity event logs used in the experiments.

Miner algorithm, where the threshold parameter is set to 0.20. Discovered
models show a high fitness with respect to related reduced logs, as reported in
Table 3.3. This means that each model is able to correctly replay its reduced
log.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of models in describing the related
macro activity, we have also computed the fitness of each macro activity model
with respect to any micro activity event logs. Results are shown in Table 3.5.

activity fitness (%)
Watch TV 99.69
Kitchen Activity 97.96
Read 94.15
Desk Activity 94.91
Meditate 99.69
Master Bathroom 99.49
Master Bedroom 98.56
Guest Bathroom 93.82

Table 3.3: Fitness values obtained by checking the conformance of macro ac-
tivity models over related reduced logs.

The model discovered for a certain macro activity a is an effective represen-
tation if it is able to replay the traces in the corresponding micro activity event
log and is not able to replay traces of other event logs. This means that, for the
i-th row of Table 3.5 corresponding to a certain macro activity ai, the maximum
fitness value should be at the i-th column of the event log (in bold in the Table),
while values for other columns should be lower. This behavior is experimentally
confirmed for the following macro activity models: Kitchen Activity, Read,
Desk Activity, Meditate, Master Bathroom and Guest Bathroom. Models
obtained for Watch TV and Master Bedroom Activity return high fitness val-
ues both for the related activity and for another one. In particular, the Watch
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Watch
TV

Kitchen
Activity

Read
Desk

Activity
Sensor Freq. Sensor Freq. Sensor Freq. Sensor Freq.
M008 48.08% M023 26.86% M004 65.67% M007 63.38%
M026 8.16% M014 17.26% M027 5.61% M026 15.78%
M003 2.98% M022 14.24% M003 3.79% M008 2.83%
M007 2.96% M015 11.05% M001 2.28%
M001 2.87% M012 7.24% M012 2.25%
M027 2.53% M027 3.84% M022 2.15%
M006 2.10% M003 3.67% M005 2.05%
M017 2.03%

Master
Bedroom Act.

Meditate
Master

Bathroom
Guest

Bathroom
Sensor Freq. Sensor Freq. Sensor Freq. Sensor Freq.
M028 25.35% M024 62.66% M025 51.46% M018 38.76%
M025 23.83% M011 7.00% M013 23.04% M017 18.37%
M020 12.06% M028 3.65% M028 8.85% M003 6.17%
M021 7.08% M016 3.19% M020 3.86% M010 6.08%
M013 4.53% M025 2.89% M011 5.74%
M019 4.04% M020 2.13% M009 3.43%
M009 2.81% M022 2.05% M016 2.45%

M022 2.42%
M012 2.24%
M015 2.16%

Table 3.4: Sensors and related occurrence frequencies. For each micro activity
event log, only sensors with frequencies greater or equal than 2% are
reported.
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Reduced Models Micro Activity Event logs

Watch
TV

Kitchen
Activity

Read
Desk

Activity
Watch TV 77.30 14.73 17.15 89.61
Kitchen Activity 14.29 88.42 19.37 8.20
Read 7.30 19.57 80.55 7.98
Desk Activity 13.49 6.58 6.02 82.70
Meditate 8.97 23.14 7.03 8.27
Master Bathroom 5.77 6.81 5.66 8.00
Master Bedroom 8.77 7.37 5.88 9.48
Guest Bathroom 11.79 20.00 7.75 7.37

Meditate
Master

Bathroom
Master

Bedroom
Guest

Bathroom
Watch TV 11.60 15.17 13.24 34.77
Kitchen Activity 17.09 13.72 10.01 24.96
Read 10.71 14.65 7.63 18.67
Desk Activity 8.35 14.31 6.74 15.85
Meditate 83.80 53.54 56.29 23.33
Master Bathroom 11.30 90.72 67.40 15.52
Master Bedroom 12.64 86.85 82.32 16.89
Guest Bathroom 14.15 15.56 11.46 81.15

Table 3.5: Fitness values obtained by replaying all micro activity event logs
over all macro activity models.

TV model seems to be able to better represent the event log of Desk Activity

than the one of Watch TV. The main reason for this inaccurate result is that
the two activities take place in the same room and in both cases the user is
often stopped. As a matter of fact, the two event logs share the most frequent
sensors, i.e., M007, M008 and M026. Furthermore, the reduced log for Watch

TV includes all sensors in the reduced log of Desk Activity. Hence, the model
for Watch TV is able to replay traces of Desk Activity, but the viceversa does
not hold. We observe the same behavior for Master Bedroom Activity and
Master Bathroom. In this case, the reduced log of Master Bedroom Activity

contains sensors of the one of Master Bathroom. When we check the con-
formance of the micro activity event logs of Master Bathroom and Master

Bedroom Activity over the Master Bedroom Activity model, the resulting
fitness values are 86.85% and 82.32% respectively. Replaying the same logs
over Master Bathroom model, fitness values become 90.72% and 67.40%, as
expected. In order to improve the results one could reduce the granularity
(e.g., by merging Desk Activity and Watch TV in a sort of living room ac-
tivity) or the filtering frequency for those micro activity event logs with few
sensors in the reduced logs (e.g., Desk Activity and Master Bathroom).
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Figure 3.12: Macro activity for Desk.

Figure 3.13: Macro activity for Master Bathroom.
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Figure 3.14: Macro activity for Read.

For the sake of space, in Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 we show some of the
eight discovered models4, namely Desk Activity, Master Bathroom and Read

respectively.
The three models highlight how the use of the reduced log allow to simplify

the discovered model and to make them more understandable to machines as
well as human analysts. The model for the Desk macro activity (Figure 3.12) is
formed only by living room sensors (see Figure 3.1). In particular, the process
always starts when the sensor M007 is triggered, which is the sensor closed to
the desk. Then the process involves either the cyclic activation of M007 (the
upper and lower paths of the model) or the activation of the other two sensors of
the room (middle path of the model). The former case is due to the peculiarity
of the activity; as a matter of fact, the user spends most of the time sitting in
the chair, but she is not perfectly stationary and several subsequent activations
of the sensor are stored in the event log (see Section 3.4.1). In the latter case,
as one can expect, if M008 is triggered then also M026 is activated; in fact,
to activate M008 the user has to mote through the middle of the room where
M026 is. As concerns the Master Bathroom macro activity model of Figure
3.13, the activation cycles of sensors (M018, M020, M025 and M028) are more

4All models are available at http://kdmg.dii.univpm.it/?q=content/macro-activity-models.
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evident. The reason for this behavior is due to the fact that most of time the
user moves while she is performing bathroom tasks, e.g., shower, wash and so
on. It is noteworthy that M013 and M025 are activated in parallel; this means
that every time the user enters the room the two sensors are triggered without
a prevailing order among them. The other two sensors (M020 and M028) are
triggered only in some execution paths. This happens since the user going to
the bathroom passes by the bedroom, hence sometimes is within the detection
areas of M020 and M028. The use of reduced log in simplifying the discovered
model is even clearer in the macro activity model of Read (Figure 3.14). In the
main path (the upper in the model) only the M004 sensor is activated, showing
that the user stands still most of the time as she reads. Sometimes she moves
while reading, so other sensors in the room are triggered.

3.5 Related Work

Most work in the Literature dealing with user behavior analysis in smart en-
vironments refer to domotic scenarios in the context of smart homes. In the
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) field, some work in the last years has focused
on recognizing user activities of daily living (ADL) [107], starting from raw
data collected through a set of sensors. AAL community classifies this work
into two different groups: Activities of Daily Living and Instrumental Activities
of Daily Living (IADLs) [108]. The main difference is that in IADLs there is
an interaction between the user and electronic devices (e.g. phone, home appli-
ances), contrary to ADLs where there is not such kind of an interaction, like in
the proposed approach. In [109] authors propose an approach aimed to predict
a macro activity from values collected by simple and cheap sensors. The predic-
tion is performed by using a Naive Bayes classifier. Naive Bayesian classifiers
assume that class attributes are not dependent given the class. Furthermore,
it is assumed that all attributes impacting on a classification decision are ob-
servable. Since these reasons, Naive Bayesian classifiers are known to not give
good results in real-world contexts, although experimental results show they
work well on some domains. In fact, results demonstrates that ubiquitous,
simple sensor devices can be used to recognize activities of daily living. The
resulting classification models are not able to describe the user behavior, but
only recognize that a trace is an execution of a given activity.

In [110], authors propose an unsupervised approach aimed at discovering
interesting patterns of ADLs. The introduced solution is able to identify a pat-
tern independently of the time intervals between the activations of two sensors.
We highlight that the approach we propose in this work is time independent
too, because timestamps are only used to identify an ordering among activ-
ities. A further contribution from D.J. Cook and her research group in the
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field of activity recognition area, is described in [111]. In their article authors
explain how monitoring ADL at home can be exploited to predict clinical score
of inhabitants.

The approach proposed in [112] is able to identify patterns and segment data
streams into patterns that correspond to activities, considering also unexpected
changes in the users’ behavior and abnormalities occurred within a specific
threshold, as typically happens with Alzheimer’s patients. A frequent pattern
mining algorithm is here applied in order to find patterns within the stream of
captured events.

Another methodology is introduced in [113], where authors propose to rec-
ognize daily routines as a probabilistic combination of activity patterns. They
show how probabilistic topic models can be exploited for the automatic discov-
ery of patterns.

In the last years, researchers have started to address the problem of the ac-
tivity recognition with a novel approach which is based on exploiting Process
Mining techniques and algorithms [114, 115, 116, 117]. These approaches basi-
cally share the fact that every activity executed by a user can be seen as a step
of a process instance. In particular, in [114], the use of Process Mining to fulfill
several tasks is introduced. Such an approach shares with this work the anal-
ysis of user behavior, defined as a process model of (macro) activities, where
activities are characterized by users through smartphones and smart watches.
The adoption of personal and/or wearable devices, in particular, provides more
precise data to track user behavior, minimizing the presence of noise due to
the activation of multiple sensors or the presence of more than one user.

Zakwan et al. [118], address the problem introducing a formal approach
based on an ontology that is devoted to represent user activities. It also de-
scribes a process model representing standard/expected user behavior. Process
Mining and conformance checking techniques are then used for model discovery
starting from sensor data and for comparison purposes.

In [115], authors proposed a system to analyse the behavior of health staff in
a surgical area of an hospital. As initial step, an indoor location systems (also
known as realtime location systems (RTLS)) is used to collect data, that are
then assigned to a (macro) activity. In the end, Process Mining techniques are
exploited to discover a model able to represent and describe the staff behavior.
The authors developed a specific tool designed to use Process Mining techniques
with indoor location system data. In particular, they adopted the PALIA [119]
algorithm which exploits syntactical pattern recognition techniques to build a
formal automaton, known as Timed Parallel Automaton (TPA) [120], i.e. a
safe Petri net that can represent the process.

Senderovich et al. [116] propose an interesting approach focused on a pre-
processing stage aimed at mapping sensor data to event logs based on domain
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knowledge. In particular their approach is devoted to transform precision raw
sensor measurements containing locations and timestamps of process entities
into standardized event logs comprising process instances. To this aim, the
authors introduce the definition of “interaction” which acts as intermediate
knowledge layer.

Another contribution in the field of activity recognition comes from the re-
search of Mecella et al. [117]. They address the problem of the identification of
habits related to multiple inhabitants living within the same house, proposing
a solution based on the Fuzzy Miner [104] algorithm. In contrast to presented
methodology, all the above mentioned work do not deal with the discovery of
macro activity models that can be extracted from sensor data.

Some work in the Literature focuses on more generic smart environments,
such as smart offices of smart factories. For instance, in [121] a Knowledge
Discovery approach is adopted for extracting behavioral patterns for occupants
in offices, mainly with the aim to characterize energy performances of build-
ings. Here, collected data refer to window opening and other activities, and
applied techniques include clustering, decision tree models and rule induction
algorithms.
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Further Ph.D. Activities

In this Chapter some side projects and activities carried on during the Ph.D are
briefly described. In particular in the field of Educational Data Mining [122].
Data mining techniques can be adopted on a big number of digital resources
with the aim of extracting knowledge of the most various facets related to
learning processes. When bachelor and master degrees were introduced in the
Italian system, the Engineering Faculty of Università Politecnica delle Marche
removed mandatory prerequisites from its degrees. If course A is defined as
a prerequisite for course B, then A’s contents are considered relevant to un-
derstand B’s contents and then they should be acquired before. Removing
mandatory prerequisites means that, although such an information is provided
to students, they may take the exam of course B before the exam of course A.

Because of rules modification, intense debates are rised among professors
stating such new rule modifications that can lead to unstructured learning
practices with consequent performance issues. On the other side, students who
are concerned of an overly constrained course of study. Because of this reasons,
under the initiative of the Faculty Committee named Commissione Paritetica

[123] we have decided to perform an ex-post analysis of student’s careers in
order to analyze the effects of the new rules. In particular, we have proposed a
methodology exploiting process mining techniques with the aim to understand
the typical paths that the students enrolled in the bachelor degree in Computer
and Automation Engineering follow to take exams, and their relations with final
outcomes.

After an initial preprocessing stage, we have obtained a set of traces rep-
resenting students’ careers. Traces are classified into three groups according
to the final grade mark and length of the period of study. In the next step,
exploiting the infrequent Inductive Miner (iIM) algorithm [98], for each group
we have extracted a process model in the form of a Petri Net. The accuracy
level of the models is assessed by measuring its fitness over the entire set of
traces within the group. Results shows a obvious difference between high per-
formance and low performance careers in terms of structure, suggesting that
following the recommended prerequisites can favorable.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This chapter is devoted to draw some conclusions of the introduced research
activity. In particular a discussion are briefly described about the first part of
this thesis which focuses on the goal-driven ontology and a discussion about
the second part of this work regarding the process mining contribution.

In the first Chapter 2, it has been introduced an ontology describing the AAL
domain in terms of goals, tasks, measures and sensors, to support the goal-
oriented development process for AAL systems. A reasoning framework based
on logic programming aims to retrieve information and to keep the ontology
consistent. We have also given a quick overview of possible applications that can
be helpful for AAL design processes: this is a part of a larger validation within
the HicMO [54] project, with thirteen companies specialized in microelectronic
devices, house appliances and telecommunication systems. As a by-product,
the ontology provides also a reusable, incrementally built knowledge base for
reference.

As future work, beside the applications previously discussed in Chapter 2.5,
further usages of GoAAL include context-aware systems for an automated
home, in which a sensor network continuously monitors relevant measures that
are stored in a repository. In such a context the ontology represents a ref-
erence vocabulary which is able to semantically enrich relevant terms of the
domain (i.e. sensors, measures and rooms). From an analytical perspective,
the presented ontology can also be employed in an ontology-based data access
(OBDA) approach, to make queries over the repository using ontology terms
and exploiting reasoning functionalities.

In Chapter 3 it has been discussed a methodology aimed at discovering daily
behavior model and macro activities models of a user from event logs gener-
ated by the activation of sensors in a smart environment. After a preliminary
preprocessing step needed to address issues related to errors and environmental
noise, Process Mining techniques are exploited for model generation, in partic-
ular the infrequent Inductive Miner algorithm [98]. While traditional activity
models characterize the way a user executes a sequence of daily tasks (e.g.,
reading, watching TV, sleeping etc. etc.), the specific focus on micro-activity
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

models is novel in the Literature, and allows to retrieve the flow of sensors
activations when a given macro activity is performed by the user.

The efficacy and effectiveness of the approach has been experimentally eval-
uated by considering a real-world case study from the CASAS project of the
Washington State University. Further experimentations are in line, both tak-
ing into account other datasets from the same project and from HicMO [54]
a project funded by Marche region which involved several enterprises and uni-
versities to establish a laboratory for active ageing. Several extensions of the
methodology are currently being developed. Firstly, we are studying techniques
to detect the most frequent behaviors and we are also planning to exploit sub-
graph mining techniques (as suggested by [124]). Moreover, the application
of this technique to environments with multiple users will require particular
care in defining the criteria to distinguish activities performed by each of them
separately or collaborative activities performed jointly, which will pave the way
to the application of the approach to multi-user scenarios.
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